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The central characters on this month’s cover are taken from
a painting completed by Picasso in 1901 which he called
‘The Two Saltimbanques’.
The study is of two circus folk
who have taken a break from pleasing the crowd and have
called in at a local café for refreshment. What I really
like about this painting is that it encapsulates the joys
and woes of life: just five minutes ago these two
entertainers were laughing and joking with their audience
and now, during their own leisure time, they are reflecting
on their lives and looking thoroughly fed up with their
lot. To illustrate the situation, Picasso clothes the pair
in garish colours, which implies a sense of fun, but he
then balances the study by presenting a aura of melancholy
to the work.
What he is saying is that man was made for
joy AND woe.
Being part of a traveling circus family, the father of the
Harlequin in the middle was probably a wanderer by trade.
His sister, the lady on his left, is great at her job: when
she entertains the crowd her pleasure knows no limits, and
when she sings her voice is like a meadow lark. But, as you
can tell from her general demeanor, her heart is like an
ocean: mysterious and dark
The pair are joined by Dylan, who you will remember from
the ‘Blood in My Eyes’ promo video, got up from the table
and tried his hand at juggling.
Perhaps the Harlequin is
giving Bob some tips on the art of juggling but the
Harlequin’s sister seems to be pointing her thumb at Dylan
as if to say to us, the observers: ‘Not in those motor
cycle gloves he won’t!’.
Whatever the conversation between this unlikely threesome,
Dylan is making his intention clear. He is having just one
more cup of coffee for the road. One more cup of coffee
before he goes. But who is going to pay?
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Magnetic Movements-On-Line

by Chris Cooper

Issue 234
Hello again
If you have read your recent mail you will understand when I say that it looks like I
Am now nearing the end of the road for MM. It’s hard to know just how to stop so
I shall simply carry on till the bitter end, reporting things as they arrive. Now you
Might easily be forgiven for thinking that in fact there will be no new films now,
After all he’s been off the road a few months. Well you never know what will pop
Up so here’s a few new / old films. Enjoy..
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06-06-1984
D6 A8 S7 H7 F6 I SC
ROTTERDAM
55.00
Jokerman/All Along The Watchtower/ Just Like A Woman / Maggies Farm/ License To Kill/
A Hard Rains A Gonna Fall/ Its Alright Ma/ Its All Over Now Baby Blue/ Simple Twist Of
Fate/ Man Of Peace / Every Grain Of Sand/ Don’t Think Twice/ Love Minus Zero/No Limit
This is a mostly steady And clear view, which is pretty surprising what with it being an outdoor
Gig and the age of the recording. Extradorinary that it has taken so long to appear. A fine
Performance and Bob is in a happy and engergized mood. Those were the days.

06-11-2003
D7 A8 S6 H6 F8 I SC
FRANKFURT, GERMANY
43.00
Cry Awhile/ Its Alright Ma/ Simple Twist Of Fate/ Things Have Changed/ Man In
The Long Black Coat/ Highway 61 Revisited/ Every Grain Of Sand/
Also All Along The Watchtower (Nurenberg 24-4-02)
A lot nearer the present here we have a good quality if incomplete recording of another
show from the European 03 tour. This is well worth a view,a s is the surprising “bonus”
on the disc particularly as nothing else circulates from Nurenberg.
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16-11-04
D6 A8 S7 H7 F8 I SR4
BETHLEHEM, PENNS
97.00
Leopardskin Pillbox Hat / Absolutely Sweet Marie/ Lonesome Day Blues/ This Wheels
On Fire/ Seeing The Real You At Last/ Positively Fourth Street/ Tweedle Dum &
Tweedle Dee/ Under The Red Sky/ Bye And Bye/ Highway 61 Revisited/ Masters Of
War/ Honest With Me/ Girl Of The North Country/ Summer Days
Like A Rolling Stone / All Along The Watchtower
And finally we come bang up to date. Don’t be confused by this, its not the same video as
Listed in MM232. No this is a similar but generally closer and steadier film. Maybe I
have been doing this too long?

From that Nurenbrg 24-4-02 film

Till Next Time
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by Mark Carter
I've decided to devote both this and next month's 20 Pounds to
the reception afforded "Chronicles" during October and November, primarily in the
American press. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, I happen to think that it's
much more of a cultural event than, say, yet another Bob Dylan tour of America, and dare I say it - a damn sight more historical and enjoyable to boot. Secondly, I've amassed
so many reviews (well over 100 so far, though not all of them are going to get included
here) that the only way to include the best of them is going to be to split them in half.
One thing I can say - and it pleases me no end to be able to - is that, out of those 100-plus
reviews, only one was negative! This may surprise Bob, if he ever gets to read this, as
much as it surprised me, but there we are; the critical renaissance that began in - when? 1997 or thereabouts continues unabated.
Before we plough on, I'd just like to nail my colours to the mast and state for the record
that I think his book is a lovely, easy-on-the-eye gem, with not one dull page between the
covers. I'd like to think that his memory is so pin-sharp that he can still recall the exact
contents of a room that he last saw over 40 years ago, or the details of a book that he
pulled off a shelf in that same room (I doubt whether I'll be able to do it when I'm his age,
and I haven't taken anything like the amount of drugs he has!), but I do wonder whether
he hasn't filled in a few of the gaps with a similar cinematic sweep that allowed him to
write "Black Diamond Bay". Still, it matters not one jot to me; considering I was fearing
either "Tarantula Part 2" or the vague recollections of a tired old man, this little piece
of his heart will do me just fine.
Thanks, Bob.
And now, onto the reviews.
We'll begin with the familiar name of New York Newsday's David Hinckley, who is
aware that Dylan left more out than he included; "...If (it) never feels dishonest, neither
does it feel complete. His break-up with the early-60s girlfriend Suze Rotolo, for
instance, was clearly more painful than the one sentence here suggests." These, however,
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are minor quibbles, as far as Hinckley's concerned; whatever memories Dylan cares to
share are good enough for him; "...It's more information than Mr. Jones had when we
started."

The Boston Globe's Carlo Wolff laments the "tantalisingly vague" prose, pointing out,
for instance, that Dylan often refers to "my wife" without clarifying which one (he would
not be the only critic to home in on that particular area of muddy water, you'll be
unsurprised to learn). At the end of the day, Wolff is happy enough with what Dylan does
tell us; "...(It) is packed with ruminations on musical theory, sharp and humorous
commentary, flashes of poetry - and facts filtered and coloured to flummox, entertain and
illuminate."
Larry McShane of the Reno Gazette-Journal reckons that "the writing is brisk and
entertaining" and that "any book that features Bob Dylan sharing a greasy hamburger
backstage with Tiny Tim is going to get your attention."

The Huddersfield Weekly News' Richard Jobes was another fan, reckoning that it's
an "engaging, contradictory, humorous and deeply human take on what remains one of
the greatest bodies of work in popular culture. In the end," he asks, "What more could
anyone have hoped for?"

The Rocky Mountain Telegram's Phil Kloer begins his review by listing what the
book leaves out; Newport, Jesus, drugs, motorbike spill, etc. etc. but does enjoy what Bob
has decided to include. Kloer reckons that he's at his best when he's writing about his
influences and at his worst when he's "bogged down in meaningless detail, inventorying
the furniture of a friend's apartment or the guest list at a party." While recognising that
the 1970 Woodstock chapter "runs more on emotion than reflection", Kloer would have
welcomed a little more insight to go along with the honesty as Bob rants against the
whole music scene and counterculture that expected more from him than "Nashville
Skyline Rag". Not the most positive review I'll include here during the next couple of
months, then, but not exactly a bad one, either.
Jesse Kornbluth of the Book Reporter found the first half of the book to be a bit of a
bore, as Dylan "meanders through his early days in New York", and was not impressed
by Bob's obsession with the intricate details of every room he ever walked into or his
"charming but unrevealing portraits of the people he meets along the way". For
Kornbluth, its pace picks up significantly when it reaches the Oh Mercy sessions, and
Dylan at last has a chance to write about what he really understands; "...The process of
creation...that's a safe place for Dylan, and suddenly he's free to write. And joke. Other
people enter, and they have their say. The book breathes. And the reader leans in,
enchanted by the tale."
Here in the UK, The Telegraph's anonymous reviewer had no such reservations;
"...There is enough in this slim volume to send even the most noted Dylanologist
scurrying back to his notes. In rock and roll terms, this book is like discovering the lost
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diaries of Shakespeare. It may be the most extraordinarily intimate autobiography by a
20th-century legend ever written." And you can't say fairer than that.
Staying in the UK, Andy Gill, reviewing for The Independent, was not, surprisingly
enough, quite so bowled over, though he was certainly not disappointed; "...While the
book does suffer from certain longueurs, there are enough bizarre and entertaining
snippets of information sprinkled throughout it to fascinate even the most jaded Dylan
obsessive.....(it's) an unexpectedly easy and entertaining read. And while one might have
hoped for a little more levity, there's no denying the honesty of his account."
Back in the US of A, Joel Selvin of the San Francisco Chronicle also acknowledged
that it was something of "a slight book" and not a complete or thorough autobiography.
However, while he hopes that Dylan is conserving some ammunition for Volume 2 and
beyond, he's ultimately satisfied with what we did get; "...What he tells us in this volume
is amazing enough. It's a wise, jaunty, richly detailed, even charming account worthy of
his artistic accomplishments, an astonishing look inside the mind of a man whose songs
not only changed pop music, but also embedded themselves into American literature. As
much as Mark Twain or his beloved Herman Melville, Dylan too, has written himself into
the American story, and "Chronicles" offers an unprecedented view from behind those
famous shades."
Meanwhile, The Houston Chronicle's Janet Maslin reckons it is "hardly tame. It is
lucid without being linear, swirling through time without losing its strong storytelling
thread......And while this is no time for Dylan to write his own epitaph, still, he has done
it; "Some people seem to fade away but then when they are truly gone, it's like they didn't
fade away at all.""
Tony Brown of The Cleveland Plain Dealer enjoyed what he got, but lamented what
he didn't get, and comments at length on the book's brevity; "..."Chronicles" feels slight.
You can't read between the lines because they're full of air; if you took all the space from
between the lines of type, the 298 pages would shrink to 149. Scholarly heft goes missing
as well: no index, no bibliography, no notes." But, despite that, and the fact that the text
jumps time spans as well as veering off on various tangents ("...Some of these
digressions, while striking, go nowhere"), Brown eventually concludes that the book
"does more or less make sense, unlike Dylan's 1966 novel "Tarantula", a dime-store
James Joycean rip-off." Thank you, Mr. Brown. God bless.

The Rocky Mountain News' Mark Brown discovers that the only drawback with the
book is that "(it) addresses only the things that Dylan wants to talk about." On the other
hand, he's delighted to learn that Dylan almost had his hands on the unfinished Woody
Guthrie portfolio four decades before Billy Bragg eventually set it to music, and he, like
us, had never guessed that Bob was such a rap fan. "For some," he concludes, it's going to
be a frustrating, incomplete volume in which Dylan is being deliberately coy. But it's a
start, and recasts all previous biographies with a more human look at the greatest
songwriter of the era."
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Michael Kors of the New York Magazine found the book's faults to add to its charm.
He considers it "admirable" that Dylan refuses to name his wives or wax lyrical about his
affair with Baez, but, at the same time, finds the omission of the details to be "downright
perverse". Ultimately, though, he's happier with the finished result than with a "kiss-andtell" melodrama; "....if you come to this book not expecting Dylan to be a little evasive, a
little out of it, you haven't been to see him live in the past twenty years. There's already
more than one shamelessly indiscreet biography. Bob's written the book that nobody else
could write, one less about what he did than why he did it. That's what makes
"Chronicles" only semi-coherent, and that's what makes it inspiring."
John Goddard of the Toronto Star was impressed enough to proclaim that the book
"exceeds all expectations", and concluded his lengthy review; "..."Chronicles" reads like
the work not only of one of the world's greatest living artists but also of a happy man."
Back in the UK, Mike Marqusee, writing for The Guardian, reckoned that the prose
was "a Dylanesque blend of luminous specifics and myopic vagueness." This, he
suggests, is no bad thing; indeed, it's all part of the whole Dylan package. "Perhaps," he
concludes, "I'm swayed by the fact that this book is so much better than I feared it might
be (as a fan since the 60s, I've got used to disappointments). But with this rich,
intermittently preposterous, often tender work, Bob Dylan has delivered more than many
of us dared hoped for."
Amen to that, Mike.
Howard Hampton, writing for The Village Voice Literary Supplement, describes
the book as "generous, incisive and disarmingly sincere" and suggests that "what hits
home most is the quality of boundless affection". He's got a point; if you compare Bob's
book, in which he has only pleasant and positive things to say about everybody, with, say,
Joan Baez's mammoth ego-trip "With A Voice To Sing With" (which should have been
subtitled "And An Arse To Talk Out Of"), in which she nastily puts down everyone who's
ever pissed her off - especially Dylan - then I think you'll see who walks away with their
dignity intact in the old autobiography stakes. "The book," Hampton concludes, "is full of
casual-sounding words that ricochet through the room like chain lightning, a language
that means to knock you sideways into Judgement Day but still leave a smile on your
face."
Gerry Smith of the wonderful website Music For Grown-ups only submitted a couple
of hundred words for his review, but do you really need to read anything more than this
couple of dozen; "Chronicles Volume One is a serious work of literature. It will be read
and re-read, and then read again, more slowly, in these parts." There - doesn't that say
everything that needs saying?

The Yale Daily News' Rick Cortazar admits that "the chapters are riveting", but
would rather have read about the 1964-67 period, especially Bob's parties with the
Beatles and the influence his drug taking had on the songs he was writing at that time.
Instead, Bob "divulges several eccentricities that will confound even his most ardent
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fans" such as his "glorification" of Bono (a man who, according to Cortazar, "poses
himself in such a messianic light that he must wear a crucifix for nostalgia purposes") and
his revelation that Barry Goldwater was his favourite politician. Could have been worse;
he could have said George Bush (a man who has "L" and "R" painted on his shoes so that
he knows which way round to put them on, just as his wife has "C & A" printed on her
knickers. Sorry, old joke).
None other than Paul Williams reviewed it for The San Diego Union-Tribune, and,
though he advises anyone who already thinks they know what to expect from a Bob
Dylan autobiography to avoid it ("...no one, not even a, ahem, Dylan expert like me, can
predict or guess what he'll say and do next"), he recommends it to everyone else;
"...There's a lot to enjoy. And it's a surprisingly honest and revealing autobiography,
albeit an eccentric and unconventional one.... (It) can best be appreciated as....Bob Dylan
in 2004 interviewing himself and just talking about his life and his music and influences.
In subtle ways, it may be the most revealing and entertaining Dylan interview yet."
Jeff Miers of The Buffalo News theorises that Dylan wrote the book(s) as an attempt
to "awaken from the nightmare that is history" and the results may surprise some people
because of "how real, how cogent, and how "on topic" the mysterious bard actually is."
January Magazine's John Keenan insists that "Chronicles" has, at a stroke, consigned
the likes of Christopher Ricks, Michael Grey and all the other "cloth-eared inhabitants of
academia" to irrelevancy; "Dylan has fashioned...the ontogeny of a 20th century musical
soul, a portrait of the artist as an American pioneer." And, what's more, "All the evidence
of "Chronicles" points in the direction of the survival - against all the odds, at times, and
as often as not in the face of indifference or incomprehension - of an unquenchable
creative spirit."
Coming back home to the UK for a minute, we find Bryan Appleyard of The Sunday
Times enthusing over the book in no uncertain terms. A fan of some 40 years, he admits
that he's come to expect the unexpected from Bob, both good and bad, but "Chronicles"
has thrown him for a loop; "....Anything could happen with Bobby and it usually did at
least twice. But the one thing none of us expected was that he would ever write a good
book." From the text, he learns what Bob learned from his Grandmother; happiness isn't
on the road to anything. "These days," Appleyard ascertains, "Dylan is happy, perpetually
touring on the happy road to nowhere." And, in conclusion, he reveals that he, too, is now
happy. In fact, "I cannot remember a book that has made me happier than this one."
Except, perhaps, "The Leonard Cohen Bumper Book Of Jokes And Chuckles", hey,
Bryan?
Michealangelo Matos of the Seattle Weekly thought that Dylan's difficulty in
describing the guitar technique that he learned from Lonnie Johnson - "I'm not a
numerologist. I don't know why the number 3 is more metaphysically powerful than the
number 2, but it is" - also sums up the book perfectly; "...It's both nuts-and-boltsy and
metaphysical - a good description of "Chronicles" as a whole."
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Vue Weekly's Josef Braun actually enjoyed the massive chronological gaps and the
lack of answers to the Big Questions, feeling that the books scatter-shot approach suited
Dylan's style and made reading it a more pleasurable and rewarding occupation; "...His
prose flows....across rickety rooftops decorated with old TV antennae, along train tracks
running through mountain ranges. Jokes, stray thoughts, fragments of history flicker,
catch fire, sing out like runaway sparks. Reading this stuff's a pleasure......It doesn't
behave in a scholarly manner, but it belongs among the very best books about American
music."

The Tampa Tribune's Curtis Ross also points out (for the umpteenth time!) that the
absence of a linear approach and a refusal to discuss his bike accident or his divorce will
confound and disappoint some readers, and, "in that respect, it's more "New Morning"
than "Highway 61 Revisited". However, "for those willing to take the time and to
navigate his sometimes knotty prose (some writers mix metaphors, Dylan makes gumbo
with them), "Chronicles" offers a genuine peek into the workings of Dylan’s mind."
Geoffrey Himes of the Baltimore City Paper reckons that the book's "sharply original
voice" is "a genuine, welcome surprise", not least because it refuses to sink to
sensationalistic kiss 'n' tell level; "..."Dylan argues that music is his connection to the
public, so if he has anything to explain to the world, it's in his songs. After all, it's not an
artist's marriage or drinking problem that makes him different from you or me; it's the art,
and it's a treat to find a famous memoirist who realises this."
Charles Taylor of powells.com penned a lengthy and favourable review, which also
touches upon "Masked And Anonymous" (which he calls "one of the most potent and
challenging American movies in recent history" and therefore earns my respect and
admiration for all time), the 1991 Grammy appearance (in which Dylan set out to prove
that "nothing is settled. Everything is up for grabs") and Dylan's post-"Time Out Of
Mind" work, which, along with this book, will not, he suggests, become tired and
obsolete; "...in the last decade, Dylan seems to be opening up the time portal he always
envisioned. Put on "Time Out Of Mind" or "Love And Theft" or the version of "Dixie"
he sings in "Masked And Anonymous", maybe the most profound piece of American
popular music since "Smells Like Teen Spirit", and what you hear is ageless......(Dylan's
work this past ten years) feels like the rock of ages - solid and inexplicable and known to
us, even if, as the best music always does, it makes you wonder, what was that?"
Meanwhile, the UK's Guardian was suggesting potential Christmas presents for
dysfunctional Dads, and amongst the Looney Tunes DVD box sets and Mahler and Diana
Krall albums sat "Chronicles"; "...The first surprise is that it makes any sense at all....The
second is how good it is: witty and beautifully written, it reveals Dylan to be noticeably
less barmy than his fans." I would like to argue that point, but cannot.
And the Scottish Herald presented a fine review, complete with a superb full-colour
1966 Jerry Schatzberg portrait. Hugh MacDonald feels that "Chronicles" details the life
of two men (or one schizophrenic, I guess) who may seem very similar - almost identical,
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in fact - but are actually very different; "...(Dylan) peers out of this wonderful, flawed,
picturesquely rambling account as a shy, taciturn man, fuelled by four-star ambition. This
force compels him. "I needed to play for people and for all time." Thus the mythical twoheaded beast faces up to separate fates. Robert Zimmerman will tonight pray "to be a
kinder person". Bob Dylan is demanded by destiny to prepare to play everywhere from
Fresno, California to Oshkosh, Wisconsin, as the Never Ending tour goes into an
American fall."
And that should do it for English-language reviews this month (though be warned; the
next issue will carry on where this one has left off!), but I should mention a few of the
European ones that I've seen.
The Spanish press was, as far as I know, as wordy, worthy and full of hot air as it usually
is.
The German press was, on the whole, pretty enthusiastic, and we'll have a quick look at a
few select pieces now.
Unless I'm missing something in the translation, Die Welt Kompakt's Matthias Heine
seems to have used his review to emphasise Dylan's non-non-violence approach to life
(he even titles his piece "Master Of War"), and dwells at length upon Dylan's boyhood
wish to enrol in West Point, and the Woodstock years, when he felt forced to buy some
guns to protect his family.
As an aside, I personally just cannot envisage Dylan - especially 1969/70 Dylan standing there with a great big gun in his hand, blasting away at dozens of intruders and
snarling; "Come on, you muthafuckahs.....say hello to my little frien'."
See; there's my point - I muddle him up with Al Pacino as Tony Montana in Brian
DePalma's "Scarface" every time!

Stuttgarter Zeitung's Michael Werner called it a "brilliant autobiography" and
proclaimed that, "with every word, Dylan produces delightful art with his aphorisms and
dialogue which could come from his best songs."
Der Spiegel's Thomas Huetlin reckons that "the man really is a weirdo. For the first half
of his life, Bob Dylan works hard to conquer the masses. And the second half he spends
saying goodbye to them - not involuntary like most rock stars, but on purpose." Still, he
insists, what more could you expect from such a "super-mysterious guy" who types out
his story on an ancient typewriter in capital letters and then subtitles it "Volume 1"? Even
so, he likes what he reads; "...The story told in "Chronicles" is of a man losing the
success that made him great; his music. And who regained it when he left the masses
behind."

Die Welt's Uwe Schmitt also enjoyed the book, claiming that "Bob Dylan can tell stories
almost as well as he can write songs". However, he fails to be convinced by Dylan's
insistence that he doesn't enjoy - and never has - being Bob Dylan the Legend; "...If we
believe the memoirs, Bob Dylan's been in the wrong job for half a century now. Even in
the sixties, he was longing for a petty bourgeois existence, tired of the
persecutions.....Dylan might not know who he wants to be, but he knows what he's
talking about."
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Gerrit Terstiege of Handelsblatt again notes that Dylan deliberately ignores the facets
of his life that most people would like to hear his take on, but that, ultimately, we should
be thankful for what we've got; "...Even if he doesn't give us all the answers, and still
keeps some secrets, Dylan is electrifying us once again."
Rolling Stone's Mikal Gilmore concluded that "this is a remarkable book. Just like
Henry Miller's best work, it not only portrays its time, it explains and shows the potential
of the human mind."
And Werner Schmitz of Stern awarded it four out of five stars and called it an
"atmospherically compact autobiography".
And - just to be ornery - let’s end this month's trawl through the "Chronicles" reviews by
mentioning the only negative one (there always has to be one, doesn't there?) I've come
across amongst the reams and reams of paper that I've managed to accumulate during
these past couple of months. It's courtesy of Lloyd Carroll of the Queens Chronicle,
who compares it to Dylan's Oscar performance of "Things Have Changed", where, so we
are told, he slurred his words so that you couldn't understand what he was singing.
"Chronicles", apparently, "is just as incoherent....(it's) a mess because Dylan rambles on
and the chapters are not written in anything close to the sequential order. You almost
have the feeling that he vetoed the idea of allowing an editor to oversee this project."
Anyway, he reckons that Dylan tells us that he always preferred Bobby Vee and Rick
Nelson over Elvis, Chuck Berry and Little Richard (no, he doesn't) yet fails to explain
why he likes them (yes, he does). Ultimately, he decides that "I won't be holding my
breath for Volume 2". Oh, please do, Lloyd. Please do.
Before finishing for this month, I really should mention the interviews that Bob gave
during the autumn, primarily to promote a book that really needed no promotion. I guess
anyone who manages to make it to the end of one of my articles (and congratulations;
you almost have) will be sufficiently hooked on Bob Dylan to have searched out these
interviews for themselves, so there seems little point in quoting huge chunks here.
As well as the three printed ones, I believe he also granted his first radio interview in
many a long year. I've not heard it myself, but understand that he primarily revealed that
he knows how to fly an aeroplane (an interesting fact, but not particularly earthshattering), so maybe I'm not missing very much!
To Newsweek's David Gates, he reveals that his approach to writing the book was "like
I had a full deck, and I cut the cards and whatever you see, you go with that. I realise
there's a great gap in it." Whilst discussing how little he actually enjoyed writing it, he
provides quite possibly my favourite quote; "lest we forget; while you're writing, you're
not living. What do they call it? Splendid isolation? I don't find it that splendid."
Most interestingly, he reveals that he hopes to have a new album written before he
embarks on his autumn tour, and, after that's released, he'd like to go back and re-record a
lot of his old songs.
But, possibly the most disconcerting admission is that he believes his God-given talent
began slipping away somewhere in Woodstock after the bike crash ("it was like a bag of
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wind. I didn't realise it was slipping away until it had slipped away.") and didn't really
return until the recording of "Time Out Of Mind". Like Gates (who really wants to argue
this point but doesn't dare), I'm dumbfounded that, in a single stroke, Dylan has written
off “Planet Waves", "Blood On The Tracks", "Desire", "Street Legal", and "Slow
Train" (surely still his greatest album vocally?), and does he really think that his current
shows are better than, say, the 1975 Revue or those exceptional 1980 Gospel dates, to
name but two? Usually I'd be inclined to give Dylan the benefit of the doubt on his
opinion of his own career (even if I disagree with him), but this time I'd have to seriously
take him to task. I'd agree that “Time Out Of Mind", "Love And Theft" and "'Cross The
Green Mountain" are almost as good as the previously mentioned albums, but, to my
ears, the current shows are nigh on unlistenable, and I haven't had to say that since 1993.
To the Sunday Telegraph's John Preston, he expands upon his wilderness years,
especially the 1980s, when he considers himself to have been "just above a club act". The
old songs and all the paraphernalia that went with them had turned sour for him; "...I was
carrying a package of rotting meat. The glow was gone and the match had burned right to
the end. I was going through the motions. The whiskey had gone out of the bottle." He
describes those years as being in a long dark tunnel, one that took him a long time to
emerge from, "but I got there in the end."
He discusses at length the book-writing process to Edna Gunderson of USA Today
fame, explaining that it was Simon & Schuster publisher David Rosenthal who suggested
that, rather than write his life story, he pick specific periods of that life and write about
those ("I understood that strategy...I didn't have to write an apology. I wasn't trying to
explain anything to anybody...I was just trying to charm my way through it, really."). To
him, the motorbike crash "would fall under the category of what doesn't matter...In no
way is the book an open confession...The confessional stuff is okay if you do the penance
along with it, but that was never my intention."
Of his 1980s work, he admits that "it was just a misdirection of my talent....I would not
have called it a creative slump. I had horse-whipped myself so bad, and I was critically
hurt in so many ways. I really didn't have much more to say at that point."
And there we have it. What better place to sign off this month than with a few wise words
from a Bob Dylan who - when he's not suggesting that his 2004 live shows are even as
good as, say, 1986 (let alone the 1975-80 Glory Years) - does seem to be, as the
Guardian suggested, considerably less barmy than his fans.
And that includes me, I guess. After all, don’t I spend hour upon hour every month
searching the internet for press material and then typing it all up here in these pages when
there are a hundred other things that I could (and probably should) be doing?
I somehow doubt whether Bob would approve, and – let’s face it – he would probably be
right not to do so.
Next month I shall continue to drive down the endless highway of "Chronicles" reviews.
Fingers crossed that I reach the end before the wheels fall off and burn.

THANKS TO EXPECTING RAIN, JENS WINTER, ANTONIO J.
IRIARTE, BOBBY RONALD
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The Whole Wide World is watching
The Best of the Web by Martin Stein (With thanks to Expecting

Rain)

Amongst the concert and book reviews
Here’s some more Dylan news.
(I’m a poet … etc.)
1. There's 24 minutes of footage of members of the Palace family talking about Bob Dylan's
puzzling 1970 double-album Self Portrait
http://www.palacefamilysteakhouse.com/2005/03/self-portrait.html
2. Read Michael Gray's Guardian piece on I'm Not There: Suppositions on a Film Concerning
Dylan at http://film.guardian.co.uk/features/featurepages/0,4120,1443368,00.html
3. Play Bob Dylan Bingo at http://bingo.dylantree.com
4. Elvis Costello attended a Dylan show on 21st March. A
fan writes - “I saw Dylan last night at the Pantages.
Costello was in the crowd, and chatted with people as
they walked up to him and even posed for a couple of
pictures. I usually don't like to bother celebrities in
public, but he seemed so approachable that after the
show I told him his show was one of the only things that
could stop me from going to all five Dylan shows, and
I'd see him on Saturday. He thanked me, smiled and
shook my hand.” Sounds just like our hero.
5. Pioneering British act Kaiser Chiefs are turning to Bob
Dylan for inspiration as they prepare to record their next
album. Despite winning acclaim for their futuristic
strand of pop rock, singer Ricky Wilson is going back in
time and incorporating Dylan's lyrical techniques into
his band's next offering. He says, “I've been listening to
a
lot of Bob Dylan recently. I don't think that the band is
going to end up sounding like Dylan, but I just love the
rhythm of his lyrics. We maybe won't have the same subject matter or singing style, but we
might have the rhythm. It's good to listen to those records when you're thinking of producing
records because they're so radical and adventurous and very inspirational.”

Interestingly almost the same quotes have also been attributed to Franz Ferdinand,
mentioning Highway 61 Revisited in particular
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TWO EASY PIECES
by MARK CARTER
I've nothing of any great importance to write about this month (so no change
there, then), but a couple of unrelated thoughts have brushed past me during the last few
days, and so I thought I'd share them here with y'all. You'll probably leave these pages in
five or ten minutes time decidedly underwhelmed but, you know, I seem to have little to
say nowadays (and what I do want to say I can normally do through "20 Pounds") and
it's sleepy time down South.
So, I'm no great fan of those analytical "what Bob really meant here is......" articles.
Never have been and never will.
Sorry, but there it is.
God knows, I've bought my fair share of the books by the so-called "experts" throughout
the years, but I've yet to see one that beckons me in and entices me to read it from cover
to cover, and, in these slimmed-down days, most of them have long been consigned to the
dustbin of history (my current rationale being that, if I've owned a book for twenty-odd
years and have barely made it past the contents page in all that time, then there's a fair
chance that I don't really want to read it, and it's little more than a space-taking, dustcollecting hunk of pulped tree).
That's not to say that I think every theory ever put forward is wrong, or that I've never
read an analytical piece that makes me stop and think, if only for a minute. I can even
recall one memorable theory that was universally ridiculed and hounded out of the Royal
Court of Dylanology for all time, and, although I was not one of the loudest nay-sayers, I
have to admit to my own little snigger behind my hand, whilst still firmly believing in the
author's right to say what he or she feels, even if I wholeheartedly disagree with it.
Can you guess what I'm talking about yet? Yes, that's right; our very own JRS putting
forward a theory that "Series Of Dreams" was a thinly veiled lament to Dylan's late1980s bout of "brewer's droop". Indeed, if JRS was to be taken seriously, it was as raw
and emotional an ode to the breakdown of relationships between his head and his penis
as, say, "Idiot Wind" was about the breakdown of relationships between him and Sara.
Now, for the life of me, I simply cannot think why as private and secretive a person as
Dylan would even want to write a song about not being able to get it up, let alone release
it to the general public. As far as I'm concerned, while tearing open the still-fresh wounds
of a failed marriage may make for riveting - if at times uncomfortable - listening (and I
suspect that Dylan probably even regrets that one brief moment of exposing his
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tormented soul to the harsh light of day, having spent much of the past thirty years
denying that "Blood On The Tracks" is autobiographical - and as recently as last year
insisting that it was based on a collection of Chekhov short stories), an artist's private
anguish about his nether regions should remain just that - private.
So, the idea that, at some point between 1987 and 1989, Dylan suddenly thought, Blimey,
I think the booze has made me impotent, I must write a song about it! is, to my mind at
least, pretty preposterous.
And yet.
And yet, for all of that, during the early 1990s, an ex-girlfriend suddenly decides that Bob
is never going to make a decent woman out of her and so she sells her story to the
tabloids instead. Now, whilst I normally afford these "kiss 'n' tell" stories as much
attention and credibility as they deserve (i.e none whatsoever), the fact that she
mentioned that, during the late 80s and early 90s Dylan was indeed firing on no cylinders
in the trouser department due to his excessive drinking habits, makes you at least stop and
think and go "Ooooohh!", if only for a moment. I'm still not convinced that "Series Of
Dreams" is about Bob's particular little soldier refusing to stand to attention, but, it seems,
JRS was at least partly right all those years ago without realising it, and so who among us
will stand up and state categorically that he can't be completely right?
All of which proves, I suppose, that if you want to tell me that "Series Of Dreams" is
actually the fevered combination of a real-life trip to Las Vegas that Dylan undertook in
1972 plus a chapter entitled "Climbing Up Lots Of Stairs" in a long-forgotten book by
that equally long-forgotten philosopher J.R. Hartley, then all you'll get from me will be a
stifled yawn and a glassy-eyed thousand-yard stare. If, on the other hand, you want to tell
me that it's about what is or isn't happening with Bob's dangly bits, then you have my full
attention.
What that says about me, I dare not consider.
I used to even have my own doubts that Bob was the best interpreter of his own material,
mainly because his own descriptions used to seem to be so.....ordinary. Consider, if you
will, the song "Under The Red Sky", possibly the only redeeming feature of the album
that took its name. It's a nice little image-laden nursery rhyme about ecology and climate
change and - perhaps - how the devil tempts us to destroy our own environment (turning
it into a version of hell, if you will) by offering us - figuratively, if not literally diamonds as big as our shoe. The red sky is the burning sky of the apocalypse, right?
Raining fire and brimstone down onto our sinful and unworthy heads. The little boy and
the little girl represent the innocence (or innocents) in all of us, and the man in the
moon/devil will come down and ultimately corrupt them. A thought-provoking and
ominous little parable all wrapped up in three minutes of pretty tune, yes? Well.....no, not
if you believe Bob. It's about being stuck in small-town America and wanting to escape
while you still can.
And "Mr. Tambourine Man"; an image-laden homage to drugs, if ever I heard one. The
Tambourine Man in question is obviously a veiled reference to either Dylan's thencurrent drug of choice or the guy who delivered said drugs, yes? Obvious, really,
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considering the surreal images and pictures that must have been swirling around Dylan's
stoned brain at that time. But, again, no. In 1985 Bob informed us that it was inspired by
an oversized tambourine that Bruce Langhorne used to play, and I thought, Sure it is,
Bob, and "Blood On The Tracks" is really all about Some Other Couple. But, late last
year, the EMP Exhibition went live and there in all its glory for all to see is Bruce
Langhorne's oversized tambourine on display (and on page 2 of Isis vol 118, too).
So perhaps it's best if Dylan keeps quiet about where his inspiration comes from and what
the songs really mean; the truth, it seems, is just so.....ordinary.
Anyway, I digress a little. Why I don't like playing (or reading) the analytical game is
that (a) the best theories are still just wild stabs in the dark, just guesses (good guesses,
perhaps, but a guess is a guess is a guess) and (b) the truth is apt to be disappointing and
perhaps "Series Of Dreams" really is about a dream he had in 1988 where he climbed a
lot of stairs and, at the top, found nothing but a furled umbrella waiting for him.
Still, I'll have a go myself from time to time, though it only works for me if I don't force
it. I dimly remember one old Freewheelin' Theme Issue in which we were asked to
analyse "Love Minus Zero" and I listened to the song and stared at the lyrics and then
decided that Dylan was not so much singing to a woman as he was his own feminine side
(the ying to his yang). It seemed sound enough and no dafter than leafing through Poe's
poems, looking for more connections beyond the obvious one, and so I typed it up and
sent it off and it only occasionally comes back to haunt me, should I ever accidentally
turn that particular piece of writing up (this was in the days before public issues and
online issues, thank God). But it was, I think you'll agree (if you're ever unlucky enough
to come across it yourself), a third-rate theory written in fourth-rate English by a tenthrate Dylanologist.
One of those rare occurrences in which I got a flash of an idea of what a song might
actually be about came to me way back in 1989 when I heard "Man In The Long Black
Coat" from "Oh Mercy" for the very first time.
I think it was the image of the cotton dress hanging forlornly on the line, abandoned and
forgotten that started it for me. There was more than a hint of Marie Celeste in that one
picture, a sense that all normal life had suddenly been discarded in a split-second of
madness. "She" - whoever she is/was - has gone away and left behind the trappings of her
ordinary mundane life but no clue as to her destination. Meanwhile, there are other clues
that something unnatural - something supernatural - is happening; trees that have
withstood a thousand years of all that the elements could throw at them have been
uprooted, a preacher is ranting that man - his conscience, at least - is vile and depraved
and, somewhere in the cold distance, someone is beating on a dead horse. Not flogging a
dead horse, which is a tired and overused cliché, but beating on a dead horse, which is an
altogether more unnatural and unsettling image. So, to me, the man in the long black coat
represents Death, and the woman in question had left with him (either willingly or not) so
suddenly that she didn't even have time to take in her washing or leave a note and a
forwarding address. Further on, we learn that the man in the long black coat has a face
like a mask (perhaps we only see his true face when he comes for us) and that there is the
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dust of the road on his clothes because, presumably, his work is never done and it takes
him down many a dry and dusty highway.
I'm probably wrong about all of this, and I'm sure Dylan's own explanation would be
mundane in the extreme, but it's a theory that has lasted now for - what? - well over
fifteen years. Anyway, a couple of weeks ago I was given one of those double CD
compilations of some of 2004's more rarer (and interesting) live numbers and one of the
tracks was "Man In The Long Black Coat". He'd slightly rewritten one of the verses possibly on the spot, who knows? - and it went something like this; "I went down to the
river, but I'd missed the boat, she'd gone with the man in the long black coat." Now, the
picture I immediately got was of Dylan standing by the edge of the River Styx, hoping
against hope that he'd be in time to save her, to pull her from the boat and gather her up in
his arms, but he was too late; she'd been taken across by the ferryman to whatever lies on
the other side. She had, in other words, gone with the man in the long black coat and she
wasn't coming back.
But he would be. The man in the long black coat would be back, quoting from the Bible
with his face like a mask, acquiring more dust on his clothes as he once again takes to the
road to plunder.
People don't live or die, people just float.
And, sooner or later, we must all pay the ferryman and take that final boat trip, floating
downriver to whatever waits for us at the end of the journey.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The other thing I wanted to mention - if for no other reason than I found it to be of
interest in these quiet post-"Chronicles" days - is, on the surface, totally unconnected
with what I've just written. But, having thought about it, perhaps it does have a link of
sorts, given that both subjects deal with seeing something that perhaps isn't really there,
or, to be more precise, of seeing only what we want to see.
You will remember, no doubt, that little piece of text towards the end of "Chronicles"
where Dylan discusses Robert Johnson in his usual inimitable style. He goes on to
describe eight seconds worth of silent footage purporting to be of Johnson that was "shot
in Ruleville, Mississippi on a brightly lit afternoon street by some Germans in the late
30s" which he finally had the chance to see during the 1990s. Although Dylan informs us
that there is some doubt as to the validity of the footage, he's pretty confident about who
he's watching, claiming that by "slowing the eight seconds down so it was more like 80
seconds, you can see it really is Robert Johnson, has to be - couldn't be anyone else."
Except that, after a few years of controversy, it has been proved beyond the shadow of a
doubt that it isn't Johnson. Someone has noted that the movie theatre behind the
bluesman is showing a film called "Blues In The Night", and this particular movie was
not made until 1941. What's more, if the location really is Ruleville, then the film didn't
show there until early 1942. Whatever, whether it be 1941 or 1942, it doesn't really
matter because Johnson died in 1938.
If you visit the website www.pruesspress.com and then select a chapter called "Dylan
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Debunked", you'll find not only the whole story but also a still from the movie. It is, as to
be expected, a pretty grainy photo and the subject's face is partly hidden in shadow, but
you can see how people were fooled into thinking that it was Johnson; it could be him.
And once you're told that it is him, it's very easy to superimpose his features onto the
shadowy face. And, anyway, wouldn't it be nice to think that there exists in the world a
few seconds of footage of quite possibly the greatest bluesman who ever lived? Alas, it
wasn't to be, but Dylan quite clearly believes differently and I hope he still does. I hope
nobody has shattered his illusions by telling him the truth. After all, it's nice to have our
fragile dreams left intact wherever possible; life has a habit of steamrollering over most
of them. It's interesting to note that the footage was proved to be definitely not Johnson at
least two years before "Chronicles" was published (though, of course, not necessarily
before it was written) and hopefully his book will continue to perpetuate what is, after all,
nothing but a harmless myth.
As to who the unknown subject of that eight-second movie really is, it really doesn't
matter, does it? Is it a good thing that the movie theatre in the background has
demystified the enigma or not? I don't know, but I think it's nice to sometimes remain
ignorant of the truth. That's why I prefer to think of "The Man In The Long Black Coat"
as a mini movie about what happens when Death comes to town and "Under The Red
Sky" to be a parable about the corruption of the soul and the environment. And that's why
JRS is more than entitled to see a furled umbrella as representative of a tired old drunk's
impotence.
The truth, after all, is usually just so damned.......ordinary.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

It's strange to think that this will be one of the very last things that I ever write for
"Freewheelin'". Our little magazine has been part of my life for almost exactly half of my
life, and I feel as though I'm preparing to say goodbye to an old friend. Right now, I
really don't think that I can say any more, but I do already know that, when it's time to
write my name beneath my very final article, there will be a tear in my eye. There will
never ever be another magazine like it (especially in these days of internets and websites)
and I'm prouder than hell to have been a part of it.
Won't it be fitting if we can bow out with a "Last Waltz"-style final issue?

"It started as a magazine. It ended up a celebration".
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the conspiracy
to kill the free and romantic
by Patrick J. Webster
Part Three
Dylan’s positioning of female passivity and Christ’s suffering has certain resonances with
Mel Gibson’s recently released film, The Passion of the Christ (2004). The film has been
much criticized in terms of its exaggerated violence and it’s inherent, although I would
argue unknowing anti-Semitism. What has not been commented on is the subtle sense in
which the film depicts women.7 The way the film depicts the Virgin Mary and Mary
Magdalen is of interest. The film offers us the two Mary’s - one his mother, one his
quasi-lover - passively observing the whole of Christ’s passion. They follow Jesus, from
his arrest, through his trial before Pontius Pilate, his scourging, his carrying of the cross
to Calvary, his crucifixion and then finally the deposition from the cross. Throughout
they are passive and silent, they merely witness the violence and pain they observe. Here
one finds the same trenchant critique of masculine violence and female pacifism. In a
literal cinematic mise-en-scene we are offered a visual representation of the previously
quoted lines fromDylan’s song:
Now, there’s a woman on my block
She just sit there facing the hill.
She says who gonna take away his license to kill.

In the second verse the song offers one kind of explanation to account for man's violence
Now, they take him and they teach him and they groom him for life
And they set him on a path where he's bound to get ill,
Then they bury him with stars,
Sell his body like they do used cars.
It is him and him and him, the male subject appears unable to exhibit any kind of
freewill. As to who the ‘they’ is - the ‘they who is taking and teaching and grooming this is never fully explained. There is an elision or an aporic gap in the text, but one could
perhaps assume it to be the violent patriarchal structure within the society the song
envisages.
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In the third verse man’s predilection for violence is further stressed, strengthened by the
corollary that the same outside force is in some way responsible:
Now, he’s hell bent for destruction, he's afraid and confused,
And his brain has been mismanaged with great skill
The fact that man is ‘hell bent for destruction,’ might seem to imply that masculinity was,
in essence, dangerous, simply because men are men. However, I would argue against this
and suggest that to take such a biological imperative is mistaken. The argument that
masculinity is an artificial and performative construct is more compelling. There is,
within Dylan's work, what is tantamount to the hero worship of the outlaw figure, a figure
who is routinely and explicitly violent because of his maleness. One might cite such
songs as 'Hurricane’ (1976) or 'Joey’ (1976) - herein heroic masculine figures are
elevated for their inherent violence, one a boxer, one a gangster. Thus the suggestion
implied is that the act of being a man often involves the use of violence at some level.
This demonstrates, or so I would argue, a falsity and an artifice within such a construct of
masculinity. I would argue that Dylan’s suggestion here, that men have been brainwashed
into behaving the way they behave by the society they find themselves living in is more
convincing. That men, in fact, have been brainwashed into performing such a role. When
Dylan sings of the masculine brain being mismanaged with great skill, this is precisely
what he seems to be talking about.
The verse’s opening lines are followed with a couplet that seemed to borrow from
William Blake:
All he believes are his eyes
And his eyes, they just tell him lies.

These are lines that seem reminiscent of a couplet from Blake’s poem, ‘Auguries of
Innocence:’
We are led to believe a lie
When we see with, not thro' the eye ...

And in so doing seeming to point the song towards a phenomenological approach. Which
is appropriate, given the similarity in the way both Blake and Dylan ask us to perceive of
the world, a priori, via our consciousness. In addition, it further exaggerates the sense in
which gender constructs in the song are dependent on our perception, on our
preconceived ideas and the way this interacts within the text and the reader/listener.
The interlude, or middle eight section of the song, further compounds the ideological
message being expressed, a clear paradigm to the way gender constructs are perceived
within a polysemantic field of view:
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Ya may be a noisemaker, spirit maker,
Heartbreaker. backbreaker,
Leave no stone unturned
May be an actor in a plot,
That might be all that you got
‘Til your error you clearly learn.

Dylan’s famous (or perhaps infamous) reputation for subverting cliche is apparent within
this section of the song. By using a cliche as hackneyed as ‘Leave no stone unturned’ and
then following it up with the line: ‘May be an actor in a plot’ cannot help put the listener
in mind of the well known joke of the theatre critic. The joke goes, subverting the cliche,
that the critic would: ‘Leave no turn unstoned.’ In addition, and more significantly, the
introduction of man being an actor in a plot (and that’s all that he’s got) also strengthens
the implication of performativity within gender roles, the idea that ‘man’ is merely
performing masculinity. It would seem to me that the song’s underlying discourse
exhibits a constant echoing of this idea.
In the final verse Dylan alludes to man’s narcissism, his dissembling and his avarice:
Now he worships at an altar of a stagnant pool
And when he sees his reflection, he's fulfilled.
Oh, man is opposed to fair play.
He wants it all and he wants it his way.
And then, in opposition to this we get the final chorus, an exact repetition of the first
chorus:
Now there’s a woman on my block.
She just sit there as the night grows still.
She say who gonna take away his license to kill?

In taking a more general perspective, the complexity in Dylan’s writing can be seen in the
various other ideological manoeuvres at play in the song. One would also look, for
example, at the song in terms of a political and religious hegemony. On a level of
political discourse, given the song’s historical context, the early 1980s and the time of
President Reagan’s invasion of Grenada; one could offer a metaphorical interpretation
pointing towards America’s license to kill. Thus the song could be seen as offering a
critique of the dominance of one nation state over others. In terms of a religious
discourse, Infidels was an album which, it has been argued, signalled Dylan’s turning
away from his so-called 'born-again' Christian period. In this light it can be seen as an
album in which Dylan seemed less obsessed in achieving redemption by an all powerful
masculine God. However, given the residue of a Christian ideology still at play within the
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song, (and the collection that contained it), it would seem logical to interpret a scriptural
intent being expressed. In this respect if one points to the song’s opening line:
Man thinks ‘cause he rules the earth he can do with it as he please

Then it is not so great a leap of faith to envisage the line as bringing to mind this passage
from Genesis:
And God blessed them and God said unto them. Be fruitful and multiply, and replenish
the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl
of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth. (Genesis 1. 28)
To have dominion over the fish of the sea and the fowl of the air and every living thing
that moveth comes close to being offered a license to kill and in some sense gives man a
reason for thinking he rules the earth - as the song’s opening line declares.

******************

To draw towards a conclusion, whilst one might accept that Dylan’s songs have
uniformly explored the staple arenas of ideological discussion: gender race and class, one
can, at times, also perceive of a fourth arena: the environment. I would argue that some of
Dylan’s work can be interpreted from an ecocritical standpoint, and by ecocriticism I take
Peter Barry’s definition: ‘the study of the relationship between literature and the physical
environment.’ (Barry 2000, 248) The song in question looks at the crucial relationship
between culture and nature, man’s predilection for violence and the environment’s
vulnerability in the light of this. This is not to claim a non-theoretical approach, it would
seem to me that one can still view the natural world from within a socio-cultural,
linguistic and political framework. In other words nature does exist, it is ‘a given’ but the
way we perceive of nature is socially, culturally, linguistically and politically constructed.
For example, in the song whilst seeming to look at the natural world, Dylan also includes
a subtle use of gender politics and the inherent inequalities found therein, thus enclosing
the text within some kind of ideological basis, deriving from an ecological stance but
enclosing other stances, as well.
Thus one might say that ‘License to Kill,’ although hardly one of Dylan’s most
significant songs, is one of Dylan's rare texts that specifically confronts man’s
relationship to the environment. It was a song that saw ‘man’ as the prime suspect, the
culprit of the damage done to the environment because of his predilection for violence;
whilst the women in the song were portrayed as the relatively innocent and passive
partners. It was a song that therefore pointed towards the subversion of gender identity,
specifically to the performative nature of masculinity, the song seemed to state that
masculinity is merely a role foisted on man.
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In Tarantula, his 1966 novel, Dylan had previously written:
the conspiracy to kill the free and romantic ... go, ahead, shoot! all you need is a
license & a weak heart...
(Dylan 1971, 53-54)

In 1983, in his song, ‘License to Kill,’ Dylan returned to a similar subject. In the context
of Tarantula Dylan had been discussing the American practice of hunting deer ridiculing the inherent absurdity and cruelty surrounding such a practice in terms of
Tarantula’s usual blend of surrealism and incisive pastiche. It is therefore perhaps
appropriate to find such an intertextual allusion echoing , two decades later, in ‘License
to Kill’. A song that, whatever its flaws, succeeds in detailing something of our
dangerous relationship to the natural world.

______________________________________________________________________
7 One might also point to the way in which Gibson portrays the devil as having a

feminine form. This offers a disconcerting and dramatic manoeuvre; the scene in which
we see the devil suckling a deformed child whilst Christ is dying on the cross and His
mother is mourning his death, raises a number of disturbing issues - perhaps pointing to
the legend of Lilith - the first Eve.
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License to Kill
Man thinks ‘cause he rules the earth he can do with it as he please
And if things don't change soon, he will.
Oh, man has invented his doom.
First step was touching the moon.
Now there's a woman on my block,
She just sit there as the night grows still.
She say who gonna take away his license to kill?
Now, they take him and they teach him and they groom him for life
And they set him-on a path where he’s bound to get ill,
Then they bury-him with stars.
Sell his body like they do used cars.
Now theres a woman on my block.
She just sit there facing the hill.
She say who gonna take away his license to kill?
Now, he’s hell-bent for destruction, he’s afraid and confused.
And his brain has been mismanaged with great skill.
All he believes are his eyes
And his eyes, they just tell him lies.
Now there’s a woman on my block,
Sitting there in a cold chill.
She say who gonna take away his license to kill?
Ya may be a noisemaker, spirit maker,
Heartbreaker, back-breaker,
Leave no stone unturned.
May be an actor in a plot.
That might be all that you got
‘Til your error you clearly learn.
Now he worships at an altar of a stagnant pool
And when he sees his reflection, he’s fulfilled.
Oh, man is opposed to fair play,
He wants it all and he wants it his way.
Now there’s a woman on my block,
She just sit there as the night grows still.
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She say who gonna take away his license to kill?
Bob Dylan, Lyrics 1962-1985 (London: Jonathan Cape, 1987), p. 473 Recording
available on: Infidels, Columbia 460727 2, 1983.
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Flowers In Her Hair
Part Two
By

Padraig Hanratty
________________________________________________

Though an intensely private person, Dylan wasn’t afraid to act out his domestic
dramas in front of a slightly bemused audience of thousands.
Silvio never had an audience for his pain. He seemed to suffer in silence,
pretending the silence was by choice.
Onstage, they all wore bandanas and hats to protect themselves from the rain. Or
to make some obscure fashion statement.
That night on Fifth Avenue, nothing protected Silvio from the wild cathedral rain.
It pounded him with relentless fury, screaming at him for what he’d done. And he knew
he’d deserved that fury. Judgement had been passed and this was his punishment.
Silvio had never worn flowers in his hair. But, looking back beyond those dark
days, he could remember times of peace and love, times with Clara when love was all
there was. Such times could never last forever, but his memory could try to keep them
alive. Memories at the way she’d laugh at his stupid jokes.
This horse walks into a bar. The barman asks, “Why the long face?” Clara had
loved that one.
Memories of the concern that clouded her eyes whenever he was ill or anxious.
Memories of her belief in him when everyone else, including himself, had given up on
him. Memories that he couldn’t remember now, but he knew were looking somewhere
inside the untidy storeroom of his brain.
The Hard Rain credits began flash onscreen as Dylan pounded on heaven’s door.
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I know this dream, it might be crazy,
But it’s the only one I got.
Emotionally Yours
Bob Dylan
The Maestro Bistro was too crowded for Silvio’s liking. As he sat waiting for Lucy, he
tried to busy himself reading the menu. He avoided making eye contact with anyone,
feeling out of place amongst the brash office suits on their lunch break.
Lucy had said that she’d be spending the day with friends in town, but that she
could meet Silvio for lunch. Silvio had suggested the Maestro Bistro.
Silvio had wanted to ask Lucy exactly who her friends were. He and Lucy still
seemed so unsure of themselves. Silvio had revealed more and more about New York to
her over the past four weeks. Lucy had revealed a few scraps about her own past, such as
the problems her marriage went through in its later years and her difficult relationship
with her mother. But they each revealed each layer slowly, carefully, each uncertain how
the other would react.
Nothing on the lunch menu appealed to Silvio. With some annoyance, he realised
that he would have to limit himself to soup and a roll. He’d cook something when he got
home.
However, even the soup was not a certain option, because the menu didn’t say
what exactly the soup of the day was. After waving and loudly clearing his throat a few
times, Silvio finally got a harassed, ginger-haired waiter’s attention.
“What?” The waiter glanced impatiently around the restaurant. “Come on.”
“I was wondering,” Silvio asked, “if you could possibly please tell me what the
soup of the day is?”
“In what way?” The waiter glared at some customers who had just entered the
restaurant. “It’s soup!”
“No,” Silvio smiled, trying to hide his exasperation. “I was wondering what
flavour it is.”
“I don’t know!” The waiter heaved a loud, shuddering sigh that creased his white
shirt. “I have enough things to worry about. I have to try and keep track of what all
these... people are ordering.”
“Well, could you find out, please?” The patience began to fade in Silvio’s voice.
“You see, I’d like to know what it is before I order it. I’m funny that way.”
“Right!” The waiter stormed off. “I’ll find out, then!”
Silvio placed the menu back on the table, vowing never to come to the Maestro
Bistro again.
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Honest to God, you’d think I asked him to translate the menu into Sanskrit. Surely
it’s not too much to ask. I didn’t realise it was a state secret. Maybe I should...
“It’s red!”
“What?” Silvio looked up, startled, and saw that the harassed waiter had returned.
“What has been read?”
“The soup. It’s... red!”
“Oh!” Silvio still wasn’t sure. “You wouldn’t happened to have discovered the
flavour, as well as the colour?”
“I don’t know.” The waiter was already twitching to move away and ran agitated
fingers through his hair. “I just looked over that... woman’s shoulder and I could see
clearly that it was red. With bits of... something floating in it. It must be nice. She was
guzzling into it like a... with great gusto, from what I could see. Mustn’t have eaten all
week. Now, can I go, please? It’s my first day here and I don’t want to... mess things up
by making a bad impression.”
“Thank you.” Silvio reminded himself to make sure he found a different waiter
when ordering. “My guess would be that it’s probably minestrone...”
“Do you want it or not?”
“Actually, I’d like to wait until my friend arrives, if that...” Silvio noticed that the
waiter had already walked away, ginger hair sticking out at awkward angles. “Glad I
didn’t ask you to describe the dessert.”
If Lucy doesn’t arrive soon, one of these customers will eat me up. Some of them
look like they were injecting raw caffeine into their veins. Each one of them is trembling
with stress. I don’t think it’s safe for any of them to be out in public. That thin rake with
the blonde hair looks like his head is about to explode. God, I thought things were bad in
Madison Avenue!
Silvio was relieved to see Lucy entering the Bistro. He waved to her, managing to
finally catch her eye.
“Silvio, I’m sorry I’m late,” she said, sitting down. “I completely lost track of the
time. I hope you haven’t been waiting too long.”
“Not too long,” Silvio smiled. “The charming young waiter has been keeping me
company. That harassed ginger guy who has just splashed a glass of water all over that
woman over there.”
“Poor soul,” Lucy muttered, glancing over at the waiter. “Make sure we don’t get
him. Is there anything nice on the menu?”
“I’m not sure. It seems to be a bit of a state secret. The soup may be minestrone,
but that awaits confirmation from the committee. The rest of the food would appear to be
a riddle inside an enigma, wrapped in a mystery, rolled in breadcrumbs and served with
apple sauce. Chef’s secret recipe.”
“Sounds intriguing,” Lucy laughed, eyes flitting down the menu. “I think I’ll just
have the salad.”
Silvio saw that Lucy was in good humour. Her eyes had a darting, eager sparkle,
at peace with what they saw. None of the clouds they sometimes hid under.
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“How are your friends keeping?” Silvio wondered if any tiny secrets were going
to be revealed today.
“In good form, thanks for asking.” Lucy was still peering at the menu. “I’m
wondering if I should have any dessert. I had their apple tart here one day and it was
absolutely fantastic. Well, as fantastic as warm apple tart and cream can be, I suppose.
How was your morning?”
“Okay,” Silvio shrugged, slightly disappointed. “I suppose we’d better order
before they throw us out.”
Silvio signalled to one of the older waiters.
The waiter took their order and confirmed that the soup of the day was indeed
minestrone.
“It was strange talking to Valerie today,” Lucy said, glancing around the room. “It
brought back a lot of memories.”
“Who’s Valerie?”
“The friend I was visiting this morning. We were at school together, way back
before the dawn of time. We’ve kept in touch now and then over the centuries. Her
husband died a few months ago. I’ve been promising to call round to her for a while. It
was interesting to take a wander down memory lane.”
They drifted into silence for some minutes.
Just beginning to feel slightly uncomfortable, Silvio was glad to see the waiter
arriving with their lunch.
“I’m sure I’ll enjoy this,” Lucy said. “I’m absolutely starving.”
“Well,” Silvio laughed, “hopefully my company won’t put you off your food.”
“No, but if the incomparable Mr. Dylan comes on the radio, that will. I saw him
on some documentary last night. It was about rock stars and Christian fundamentalism.
Dylan was singing some song about sheiks and trains. He sounded like a donkey that had
been at the helium bottle. I hadn’t realised that he’d found Jesus.”
“He claimed that Jesus actually found him.”
“He was probably looking for someone else,” Lucy smiled. “Maybe someone who
could sing.”
They ate and talked about the latest political scandal, the discovery of a prostitute
in a government minister’s limousine. They talked about the previous evening’s edition
of Mischievous Monks. They talked about a lot of things that didn’t really matter.
Silvio began to unwind, watching the sparkle in Lucy’s eyes. However, he
couldn’t help wishing that he had been a fly on the wall when Lucy was talking to
Valerie. He wanted to know about Lucy’s past, to walk down memory lane with her,
rather than try to construct it from the odd pebble she left behind.
“I was talking to Charlie earlier today,” Lucy said. “Work seems to be getting him
down, but he said that you were helping him try to keep things in perspective. You’re
quite fond of Charlie, aren’t you, Silvio?”
“Yeah, he’s a good kid. He has his... problems, but he tries to get on with life as
best he can.”
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“He always seems to have this crucified look in his eyes,” Lucy nodded. “If he’s
not going though some pointless crisis, he’s trying to find one. When he gets to our age,
he’ll probably never get out of bed.”
“Even if he lied in bed all day, he’d still find some crisis to agonise about!” Silvio
laughed. “Of course, the mad thing is that if the world did come crashing down, he’d
probably be off some place else, moaning about something trivial. He’d miss the whole
thing. He’s lucky that way.”
“Oh, we’re all lucky in our own ways, Silvio. We all just have different
definitions of what it is.”
“I guess you’re right.”
They listened to the music for some minutes.
“It’s a uniquely Irish philosophy, that,” said Lucy, frowning slightly. “We seem to
have to always count ourselves lucky, no matter how bad our situation is. When do you
have the right to stop feeling lucky, stop being thankful? We always seem to have to
thank God that things aren’t worse... Oh dear, would you just listen to me! I sound like a
bitter old hag. We’re here to have a nice lunch, not philosophise on how hard life is.”
Over the previous weeks, Silvio had told Lucy a lot about himself. He wanted to.
He knew that Lucy was beginning to understand him, to create a sharper picture of him in
her mind.
Silvio’s picture of Lucy remained blurred. He silently gazed at her as she ate her
salad, the conversational clatter of the bistro swirling around him. He took in all the
details. The light blue blouse. The small white necklace. The lightly spread pink lipstick.
The green eyes focused on the piece of lettuce that trembled on the end of the fork. The
gleam of her white teeth as she opened her mouth.
He always seemed to be looking at Lucy through a veil. He was afraid to tear
aside that veil. He knew the veil would disintegrate in its own good time. She’d become
clearer the more he got to know her.
So many details. All correct. Why can’t I see you clearly? The edges are blurred,
the background too faded. It’s as if... Oh shit! I’m gaping.
“Is there something stuck between my teeth?” Lucy sounded slightly amused. “Or
slithering down my face?”
“Em... er... sorry.”
“You were looking at me strangely...”
“No.” Silvio could feel his face get red. The bistro seemed to have suddenly gone
quiet. He thought he could feel every face staring at him, every stressed office suit
awaiting his explanation. “I was just observing that piece of lettuce on the fork. It... um...
seemed to be trying to escape.”
The sound of Lucy’s laugh blended back in with the noise of the bistro. Silvio felt
himself relax again.
“So, tell me,” Silvio said, before any awkward silence could be built up, “what
was it like going back down memory lane?”
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“That sort of stuff,” Lucy smiled at him, “is really only interesting to the people
who have been down that lane.”
The young ginger waiter was reluctantly apologising to a stern, middle-aged greyhaired man for accidentally elbowing him in the face. The man rubbed his nose and
glared up at the waiter. The waiter threw his arms up in exasperation.
“Oh, I don’t know, Lucy. We all have are own tales to reveal.”
“Perhaps. But not everyone leads an exciting, or even interesting, life.” Lucy
paused for some seconds. “I was saying to Valerie earlier, though, how you sometimes
wonder how you got to where you are. Sometimes, it all seems to have happened by
magic. One day, you’re sitting at the back of the school room, wondering why you have
to learn how to speak Irish, and the next day, you’re waking up beside your husband of
twenty years, wondering where on earth he came from. It’s funny when you think about
it.”
The bistro was beginning to thin out. Some people hurried to get back to their
desks, desperate to meet some temporarily critical deadline. Others dragged unwilling
bodies back, already predicting the afternoon’s pressures. And others looked as if they
thought they really didn’t have a care in the world. Watching them, Silvio could see his
colleagues in Albert & Stone fleeting in the shadows.
“Do you have time for coffee, Lucy? Seeing as we don’t have to rush back to
some corporate hamster wheel.”
“I think so,” Lucy said, glancing at her watch. “I have some things to do this
afternoon, but, like you say, there’s no real hurry.”
Silvio signalled to a waiter and ordered two coffees.
“Oh, look,” Lucy said. “There’s Kathleen.”
Silvio looked up and saw Kathleen asking the ginger waiter if there was any
particular place she should sit. The waiter informed her that he didn’t care where she sat,
it was a free country, the Taliban hadn’t invaded Dublin, as far as he knew. Kathleen
scowled at him, ready to respond when she noticed Lucy waving at her.
“Best to rescue her from that waiter,” Lucy said. “She looks like she’s ready to
skewer him.”
Kathleen came over, dressed in a light cream suit and black, low-cut blouse. She
carried a large, bulky shopping bag.
“Hello,” she smiled, “may I join you?”
“Of course,” Silvio said. “So long as Basil Fawlty in the corner has no
objections.”
“I tell you,” Kathleen said, glaring back at the waiter, “he’s lucky there wasn’t a
pair of pliers and a blowtorch handy.”
“How has your day been so far?” Lucy asked, glancing at the ginger waiter, who
was now staring in disbelief at tray of cups he had just dropped. “You must be on a late
lunch.”
“Oh, fine, I suppose,” Kathleen shrugged. “As good as can be expected when
you’re working with a truckload of headless monkeys. By usual standards, though, this
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day has been relatively disaster-free. Only one slight problem, so far. I accidentally sent a
bouquet of flowers to the convent.”
“That must have made their day,” Silvio said. “I’d imagine they don’t get too
many flowers.”
Kathleen ordered a cup of strawberry tea from the older waiter. Both Silvio and
Lucy said they were fine for the time being.
“However,” Kathleen continued, grimacing at the memory, “there was a message
with the flowers.”
“Oh, that’s nice,” Lucy said. “It’s always good to have the personal touch.
“Unfortunately,” Kathleen said, “the message appears to have caused some
convulsions up in the convent. I don’t think the nuns will get over the shock for a while.
They’ve got a rosary marathon going on already.”
“What on earth did the message say?” Silvio asked.
“The card said something along the lines of: ‘Thanks for a great time last night.
We desperately needed that. Sorry some of the men sweated so much; they’ve been out of
practice. The two new guys in the office are hardly able to walk today. Geoffrey said that
it was the most exhausting ride he ever had!’ Something like that.”
“Why in the name of God,” Lucy asked, once her laugher subsided, “did you send
them a card like that?”
The waiter arrived with Kathleen’s tea. She stirred in two spoonfuls of sugar,
smiling slightly.
“There’s going to be hell to pay over this,” she said. “The Ravendell Gym,
meanwhile, is wondering why they have received a bouquet of flowers from us, thanking
them for their prayers and recent expression of sympathy over the boss’s mother. I’d say
that’s the last time they’ll offer us a free evening’s supervised training in their new gym.
Geoffrey nearly broke his leg on the exercise bike... Anyway, Mr Jinks has gone to
reassure the nuns that their convent wasn’t secretly invaded last night while they were
asleep. Apart from that, it has been a fairly mundane morning.”
Silvio smiled, watching Kathleen sip her tea. She was never going to die of
corporate stress, because she could clearly see the inherent insanity of the whole
enterprise. It had taken Silvio years to see the insanity of Albert & Stone. At the time, all
that madness had made perfect sense, all a rational chain of events that could not be
broken.
One morning, Clara was drinking coffee at the breakfast table. Some night later,
Clara was throwing steaming coffee in Silvio’s face. All a rational chain.
Dylan’s “Lonesome Day Blues” began playing on the radio.
“What the hell is that?” Kathleen looked in horror at the speakers. “Give that man
some cough medicine quick.”
“That’s Bob,” Silvio smiled. “He’s bawling the blues.”
“Mauling the blues would be more accurate.”
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“It’s interesting,” Silvio said, knowing well that neither Lucy nor Kathleen were
the least bit interested, “how that song references some of his earlier songs. All
performers eat their young. Metaphorically speaking, of course.”
“Dylan certainly looks like someone has taken a few bites out of him,” Lucy said,
as the ginger waiter poured too much wine in a slim businesswoman’s glass. “Not
enough, though.”
“People always feel challenged when a performer is breaking new ground.”
“Sounds more like he’s breaking wind,” Kathleen laughed.
“Have you been shopping?” Lucy asked, looking down at Kathleen’s bag. “Or are
you going to a party? Hopefully, it will be a bit livelier than the party I had in my
apartment those weeks ago.”
“I actually enjoyed that evening,” Kathleen smiled, glancing at Silvio. “At least,
until I realised that Bill was drooling comatose on the couch. You can’t take him
anywhere without him breaking down!”
“So, have you treated yourself to something, Kathleen?” Lucy raised her
eyebrows, obviously intrigued. “Sometimes, you just decide that it’s time to spoil
yourself a little.”
“Yes.” Kathleen laughed, awkwardly. “It’s very important to love yourself once
in a while.”
“You know, I sometimes think that love is like a wild horse that we can never
hope to tame,” Silvio said. “It throws you in every conceivable direction and all you can
hope for is to hold on for dear life. Because if we let go, it’ll throw us off and run away
from us just as suddenly as it caught us.”
“Silvio, you really know how to spin the bullshit,” Kathleen laughed. “I haven’t
heard such nonsense since Bill tried to explain why his had his hand on that little blonde
tart’s poxy knee at the Christmas party.”
The ginger waiter was glaring at them, tapping his watch.
“Me and Bill are taking part in... well, I suppose you could call it... a party.”
Kathleen shrugged. “Sort of a... fancy dress party.”
“What are you,” Lucy asked, “going to dress up as?”
“I was thinking of dressing up as Cinderella. And Bill wanted to be Prince
Charming, which would have been a fucking joke. One kiss and he’d turn back into a
frog. I’d have to take him home in my handbag. And then maybe flush him down the
toilet. He’d probably block up the pipes, though, just to spite me...”
Kathleen stared into her empty cup, apparently debating with herself.
“Okay, I’ll tell you the truth.” She shook herself out of her reverie. “My relentless
boyfriend has had another big idea. He wants to spice up our love life. Yet again!”
“Really?” Lucy’s eyes widened. “You can always rely on Bill to put an unusual
spin on things. My conversation with him at the party that night was… enlightening.”
“You know what he’s like once an egg hatches in his head,” Kathleen sighed. “He
was on one of those bullshit teamwork training seminars with his work crew last week.
This particular training involved role playing. Now, Bill has been reading a book called
Fun-filled Fidelity recently. It’s all about adding sparkle between the sheets at home so
that you don’t have to go looking for it elsewhere.”
“Sounds like an interesting book,” Silvio laughed.
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“So Bill is reading this book. I’m hoping it might inspire his jaded loins. And he
is attending a seminar involving role playing. Needless to say, the hen lays an egg. Role
playing! He has now become completely obsessed with the idea, as only he can. So I’ve
decided to try it out. I suppose it won’t do too much harm. It’ll be fun to see Bill’s
mouton dressed up as lamb, so to speak.”
“I’m sure,” Silvio said to her, “you’ll have fun.”
“Yes,” Kathleen shrugged. “It should be... hilarious. Anyway, we all have to do
mad things every now and then... if only to prove that we still can. Dig out the old magic
and see if it still works.”
“The magic’s always there,” Lucy said, finishing her coffee. “We were talking
about that before you arrived. You look back over life and see nothing but magic and
mystery at work in it.”
Silvio frowned. He hadn’t realised that that was what they had been talking about.
He wondered if he had been paying enough attention to Lucy.
“I’d best be going,” Kathleen said. “I think that young waiter is going to get the
bouncers to evict us or eat us or something, the way he’s staring at us. God knows what’s
happened in the office since I left. Someone has probably sent forty glow-in-the-dark
dildos to St Gerard’s monastery. Wouldn’t surprise me after this morning’s fun and
games.”
The young waiter looked relieved when he saw Kathleen standing up to leave. He
then glared at Silvio and Lucy when they showed no intention of getting up.
“You know, Silvio,” Kathleen smiled, “you’re a really interesting person. There
was always something about you that intrigued me.”
“In other words,” Silvio replied, “you thought I was a bit odd.”
“God, no!” Lucy looked mortified. “What I meant was...”
“That’s okay. Everyone thinks I’m as odd as hell. And I am, in some ways”
“Well, I’m sure you’re no odder than most people. Your comment about wild
horses struck some chord with me.”
“You know,” said Silvio, his heart pounding uncomfortably, “I think we really
should... I mean, if you want to... do this more often. We seem to enjoy each other’s
company... and it would be nice... to do it again some time soon.”
Lucy smiled. Her whole face relaxed, her eyes shining with warmth.
“Silvio, I’d love to do this again. It’s nice to sometimes share some time with
someone, isn’t it?”
“It is.” Silvio’s heartbeat returned to a more comfortable rhythm. “It has been
very pleasant. Better than staring at a wall or trying to talk in a crowded pub.”
They drank their coffee while the radio continued to gently play in the
background. The ginger waiter noisily swept the floor around them.
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“What are you thinking about, Silvio? You look like there’s a herd of those wild
horses stampeding through your mind.”
“Oh, nothing much,” Silvio lied. “I was just thinking about how nice the day is.”
“Really?” Lucy’s raised eyebrows showed she didn’t believe him.
“As you know, Lucy,” Silvio said, glancing into his coffee, “I’ve been more or
less a loner since I came to Ireland. Back in New York, Clara and I used to go for a meal
every Thursday evening to O’Sullivan’s on 32nd Street. That was what really introduced
me to Irish culture. There were always some interesting characters in that joint. And
Clara was completely taken with Irish music.”
“You still think about your wife a lot, don’t you?” Lucy gently said.
“Yes,” Silvio sighed. “Even after all these years. Isn’t that pathetic?”
“No, not really. Gerry was taken from me four years ago. There’s not a day goes
by that I don’t find myself thinking something like ‘I can just imagine what Gerry would
say if he saw that.’ The ones who matter are always there, sleeping in the back of your
mind, waiting to be called.”
Silvio looked at Lucy. There was pain flickering in her eyes.
“That’s a nice way of putting it, Lucy. It’s amazing how hard it is to forget the
past.”
“Well, life rolls on over you, no matter how important you think what’s happened
to you is.” Lucy gently tapped the side of her coffee cup, staring into it. “God doesn’t
stop the world to give us a chance to catch our breath. Eventually, you realise that you
have to pick yourself up, brush yourself down and keep on going. No matter how much
you ache, the world eventually gets bored with your pain...”
The ripples rolled across the surface of Lucy’s coffee as she tapped the cup. Silvio
found the movement of the ripples hypnotic. The ripples glanced up at him before
disappearing into the edges of the cup.
A few more customers left. The waiter aggressively moved his sweeping brush
after their feet.
“It isn’t easy, Lucy,” Silvio sighed. “After Clara left me, I was convinced that I
could never be happy again. That I didn’t deserve to be happy again... Not until she left
did I realise how completely I had messed up my life. It took me years to begin to rise
above it, to just hold my head above water. Some days were good. Some were bad. Some
days, you sink and sink and sink and think you’ll never find your way to the surface
again...”
Silvio could find no words in the coffee ripples. He looked up at Lucy. She was
staring at him, intently. He realised that she knew what he was talking about. She didn’t
know his pain, but she understood it. It was in her eyes. It was in her motionless lips. It
was in the tapping of her fingers on the coffee cup.
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“That’s the past, Silvio.” Her voice was barely audible. “We can’t change what
happened. No one can. Not even God. I spent months cursing God for taking Gerry away
from me. Then I cursed myself. Was it my fault that he got drunk that night and smashed
the Ford into a tree? No. But I still could find reasons to blame myself. Did I disappoint
him in some way? Maybe. But then again, you can’t live up to anyone’s expectations. It’s
hard enough living up to your own! We just have no control over all that stuff.”
“But I did have control.” Silvio could see the raging Manhattan skyline reflected
in the coffee ripples. “I just lost it.”
“You can’t change what happened. No matter how often you relive it in your
mind.”
“So maybe,” Silvio smiled, looking into Lucy’s eyes, “we are all just blowing in
the wind.”
“Maybe,” Lucy smiled back. She stopped tapping the cup. “Who knows?”
Silvio looked at her, his heart pounding. He wanted to kiss her. To take her in his
arms and kiss her forever.
But he knew he wouldn’t. No matter how long they stared at each other, he would
not kiss her. Not today. Maybe never. But not today.
Their friendship had entered a new stage. He wanted to enjoy that stage before he
moved on to any others.
“Anyway, Silvio” Lucy laughed, “I think we should head on before we move on
to any more philosophical discussions. We’ll be trying to solve the world’s problems
next.”
“I’m sure we could,” Silvio said, standing up.
They ignored the waiter’s loud sigh of relief as they left.

In the end, my dear sweet friend,
I’ll remember you.
I’ll Remember You
Bob Dylan

Sitting on the bed, Dylan was wearing a grimy hooded top and scuffed blacked jeans. His
boots were caked in the mud of a thousand concerts. Despite the gloom of the bedroom,
he wore dark sunglasses. He cradled a well-worn acoustic guitar as if it were a precious
child.
Silvio watched his hero, listening to each aching chord strummed on the dusty
guitar. “Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right” never sounded so broken. It was no longer an
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exuberant, self-confident “fare thee well” to fickle love. It was now a funeral dirge for a
dying relationship, all parties too shattered to try to understand what was happening to
them.
Dylan sang softly, lingering in the pauses. His voice croaked at the end of some
lines, leaving the melody unspoken. This was not a self-confident young rooster crowing
triumphantly into a microphone. It was the baffled musing of an older man, looking back,
unsure what he is looking for and afraid of what he might find. A broken man saying
goodbye to his dreams and pretending he didn’t care.
He barely whispered the words, apparently thinking that they were so fragile,
they’d shatter in his mouth if he sang them too forcefully. Many times in the past, he had
thrashed those very words in front of bewildered audiences all over the world. Strangers
who looked at him and frowned. And then walked away, shaking their heads. Today, he
gently caressed the words, begging their forgiveness.
“The lunch with Lucy was very pleasant,” Silvio said, stretching out on the old
armchair. “Kathleen joined us for a while.”
“Speaking of lunch,” Dylan drawled. “I had a row with the manager of the Italian
restaurant down the road. I had to give him a pizza my mind. Ha ha ha. Is Kathleen that
that fiery woman you once told me about? The one with the mixed-up boyfriend?”
“The very one,” Silvio smiled. “I’m trying to help her to understand her
relationship with her boyfriend.”
“You offer your hand to some people,” Dylan replied, “and they take your whole
arm off and some of your shoulder.”
“They’ve got involved in role playing and fancy dress.”
“Fancy dress?” Dylan plucked a few random strings. “I wrote the book on that
game. It’s hard enough being yourself without trying to be someone else. There are only
so many costumes you can hide behind, man.”
“Lucy also was in fancy dress.” Silvio frowned, taking a cigarette from his packet.
“She’s always hiding behind something.”
“That sounds like one hell of a lunch.” Dylan stopped plucking the strings. “Give
me one of those cigarettes. By the way, I parked the motorcycle out back. I tried to park
in the hospital car park. However, an official said ‘You can’t park here. It’s badge holders
only.’ I told him that I did have a bad shoulder, but he chased me outta there.”
Dylan lit up, blowing a slow cloud of smoke to the ceiling. The smoke dispersed
around the light bulb as the strings began chiming again. It then swirled around Dylan
like an angry wife, refusing to let him ignore its presence. The more he tried to wave it
away, the more it stung his eyes.
“Sometimes, you pull off the disguise and find another one underneath,” Dylan
said, smoke curling around his mouth. “Other times, the greasepaint just can’t be washed
away.”
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Lighting his own cigarette, Silvio wondered whether Robert Zimmerman longed
to throw away his Bob Dylan disguise.
There was no sound in the room for some minutes, except the gentle strumming
of the guitar.
“It’s all a mystery,” Silvio sighed. “I’ll never understand women.”
“Neither will I,” Dylan shrugged. “And I’ve had plenty of experience.”
“Right,” laughed Silvio. “You’re fighting them off you.”
“Hey, a lot of women think I still have plenty of sex appeal.”
“True, Bob, but those women also think they’re Marie Antoinette and spend their
days in an institution writing sonnets to Napoleon.”
Dylan idly plucked random strings, waiting for the melody to assert its presence.
Until then, each sound vibrating from the strings would exist in isolation, meaningless,
waiting for its companions to justify its existence. Each note, on its own, failed to stir
even the most delicate soul. However, combined with others to form chords and
melodies, it could become a thing of stirring beauty.
“Must you make such a racket, Bob?”
“I’m just waiting for the muse to strike.”
“She’ll probably strike you across the head and tell you shut up.”
Dylan continued to play for some minutes. Silvio listened, getting lost in random
memories. Seeing Clara. Seeing Madison Avenue. Seeing baby Daniel. Smelling the ink
in Albert & Stone. Feeling the heat of Julia Cummings’s bedroom in Flushing. Hearing
“New Morning” on the radio. Seeing Nigel Penn celebrate being awarded the Courtyard
contract. Seeing Dylan hidden beneath a hood in the RDS Arena. Hearing him sing
“Every Grain Of Sand”. Hearing Carla yell at him. Feeling the coffee splash against his
face. Trying to find meaning in it all. Any pattern.
Maybe Lucy was right. Maybe it is all a mystery.
“Got it!” Dylan played a confident melody. “This song has been rattling in my
head all day. Do you remember ‘Tight Connection To My Heart’? I really kicked that one
back to life in The Supper Club in ‘93.”
Dylan began playing an upbeat, assured rendition of the song, whipping up a
cloud of dust from the strings. The melody shook with the dazed memory of age.
Wondering where on earth his love was, an air of unfulfilled desperation hidden in the
words. And the bruised tenderness of a Humphrey Bogart character.
Silvio listened to the guitar strings, and all the mystery no longer seemed to
matter.
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“So, Silvio,” Dylan said, when he had finished, “tell me why you are still
sweating and fretting over the mysteries of life and the universe and all that cosmic
bullshit you can’t do nothing about?”
“I don’t know,” Silvio sighed, causing the smoke to flee from his lips. “I’m not
sure I have the energy for this game any more.”
“You’ve got to play with the cards you’ve been given, man.” Dylan tapped the
guitar neck, beating some secret Morse code to his muse. “Some days, you want to bet
your life on just one hand. Go for it in a really big way. Other days, you’re afraid to look
at your cards. There are nights when you just don’t trust the dealer. You spend all your
time looking for the hidden mirrors.”
“Have you recently joined Gamblers Anonymous, Bob?”
“Everyone’s a gambler. Some play to win. Some play to lose. Some play just to
pass the time on a rainy afternoon.”
“Tell me,” Silvio said, trying to shift the focus of the conversation away from
him, “are you writing any new songs these days? Or do you just doodle aimlessly on the
strings like today?”
“I’m always writing new songs.” An impish smile lit up Dylan’s face beneath the
hood for a second. “Every time you have a conversation, you write a song. Every time
you see someone on the street, you write a short story. It’s just that you don’t always get
around to completing them. You throw all these ideas into a notebook and hope they’ll
mate and produce something worth giving birth to.”
As Dylan tried to find the chords to “Seven Days” on his guitar, his hands
indiscriminately trashing the strings, Silvio thought about Lucy’s smile. The way it shot
through him every time he saw it. That warm buzz that he thought he could no longer
feel.
“Lucy’s an interesting woman,” Silvio said, hoping to put a stop to Dylan’s
slaughter of the guitar strings. “I imagine that in a previous life, she was a warrior
goddess, or some mystic Egyptian princess.”
“Or maybe she was the wife of a Victorian chimney sweeper and she sold rotten
fish down in the market.” Dylan gave up his search with a glare at the guitar fret, as if
blaming it for not knowing where the chords were hidden. “That stuff doesn’t really
matter, Silvio. We’re both like a bowl of fruit now. We’ve lived to a ripe old age. We’ve
moved beyond all that nonsense.”
“I can sometimes see the flowers in her hair.” Silvio knew it sounded ridiculous,
but he didn’t care. Dylan wouldn’t judge him. “They’re like a halo around her head.”
“Maybe it’s just dandruff. You know, sometimes the twinkle in someone’s eye is
just a cataract.”
Dylan took off his sunglasses and rubbed his eyes. His eyes were indeed bluer
than robin’s eyes. Today, however, they were bloodshot and tired. The weary eyes of a
dying camel lost in the desert.
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“I’m hungry,” he complained. “I’d murder a bowl of cornflakes if you’d bring me
some. I feel like a cereal killer.”
“You don’t have time to be eating,” said Silvio, glancing at his watch. “I’ll get
you something to drink. Would you like one more cup of coffee for road? Ha ha ha!”
“I’d prefer a bottle of beer,” Dylan shrugged, guiding the sunglasses back to his
rubbed-out eyes. “Or a margarita.”
“Best stick to beer,” Silvio said, standing up. “I’m sure I’ve some hidden in the
fridge.”
Dylan gingerly strummed the opening bars of “Caribbean Wind” while Silvio
went to get the beer.
“Hey, Silvio,” he shouted out, “did you know that when the moon blocks out the
sun in the Caribbean, it’s called a total calypso the sun?”
“Actually, I’m not sure that you should have any more beer,” Silvio said, handing
Dylan the bottle. “Your brain seems to be corroded enough already.”
They sipped their beers for some minutes, each exploring the uncharted waters of
their memories.
“I dreamt about Lucy last night,” Silvio suddenly declared. “Every time I tried to
kiss her, she turned into Clara and ran away from me.”
However, Dylan was now devoting his attention to the sole task of incessantly
scratching his nose with a vigour that indicated that he was sculpting a third nostril for
himself.
“You can answer in your own good time, Bob.”
“You know, sometimes dreams are God’s way of telling you the secrets of your
heart.” Dylan tentatively tapped his nose, as if to make sure he hadn’t knocked it off its
perch. “Other times, they’re just a sign that you’ve had too much to drink. Or your body
is trying to tell you that one of the cogs in the machine has come a little loose. Sometimes
they’re just telling you that one day all your teeth will fall out.”
“I want to be with her. But I’m afraid of messing everything up again. Just like I
did with Clara.”
“A time comes when you can see your future very clearly. You know exactly
which path you have to walk down. However, that doesn’t mean that you’ll walk down
that path.”
“Is that what ‘Blowing in the Wind’ is about?”
“I haven’t a clue what ‘Blowing in the Wind’ is about.” Dylan’s voice got lost in
a wheezy, smoke-fuelled laugh. “That’s what we have rock critics for. I have to keep
them in a job. I don’t have the answer. If you asked me how to scalp a person, I’d have to
confess that I can’t think of the answer off the top of my head. If you want answers, listen
to those old folk and blues songs, Silvio. Every answer you could ever need is hidden in
those words.”
“I’m meeting Lucy this evening.” Silvio lit another cigarette. “I don’t have time to
analyse three million verses about roses and briars growing out of dead lovers’ hearts and
lily-white maidens dressing up as lusty sailors. I need some simple quick answers.”
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“Whenever I give simple black-and-white answers, you all start complaining that
I’ve sold out or lost my ingenious ambiguity, whatever the hell that’s supposed to be. I
can’t live up to your expectations because I don’t know what your expectations are. In
fact, I couldn’t care less what your expectations are. Of course, that’s why Clara left you:
she never knew what you expected from her.”
“I tried to make her happy.” Silvio winced at the memory. “And she couldn’t wait
to be free of me.”
“Even the bird in the most beautiful gilded cage in the world dreams of freedom.
Or its next mealtime. Everyone dreams of freedom. It’s just that they can’t agree on what
freedom actually is.”
“You sound like George W Bush, Bob!”
“Hey,” Dylan laughed, “even a stopped watch tells the right time every so often.”
“Sometimes, you don’t know if you are climbing or falling.” Silvio chewed a
mouthful of smoke. He waited for his throat to clear. “That night in Flushing with Julia
Cummings, I thought I was inching one step closer to that Courtyard deal. There I was,
cheating on Clara as if it was a perfectly normal understandable thing to do.”
“I once knew a raisin that cheated on its wife.” Dylan played a jaunty riff. “It was
in all the papers, in the currant affairs section.”
“That night, I began falling,” Silvio continued, ignoring the laughing, smoky hood
in front of him. “It wasn’t until I woke up in a pool of my own blood and vomit in that
hotel room in New Orleans three weeks later that I realised that things were rolling away
from me. Then I decided that I was going to take everyone else down with me. It ain’t
easy riding those horses, Bob. You get on and you can’t tell where they’ll take you.”
The only sound for some minutes was Dylan strumming “House Of The Rising
Sun” on the guitar as the smoke spread across the room.
Silvio was thinking about how fast the horses had gone. He had felt helpless,
screaming like the woman tied to the driver’s seat in some B movie, racing to the edge of
the cliff.
Clara could see the edge of the cliff. She had tried to help him, but he threw it all
back in her face. He was determined to climb the office ladder again. He would win the
new clients. He would work the endless hours. And when Clara tried to tell him to slow
down, he just kicked the horse to make it run faster.
“Why did I start taking a gun to the office, Bob?” Silvio asked. “I remember
staring at it in my drawer one day. I didn’t really want to shoot anyone. I just wanted… to
frighten them.”
“How?”
“By shooting them. That’s why I took the gun with me, I suppose.”
“You became paranoid,” Dylan replied. “In the office, up there on the twelfth
floor, your paranoia took on a life of its own. You thought people were trying to steal
your clients. You thought you could see right into the dark heart of the conspiracy.
Someone was going to attack you in the office car park one night and steal all your
papers, all your good ideas, and leave you for dead. So you decided to protect yourself.
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People have got a lot of respect for a man with a gun. You were going to teach your
colleagues a lesson. But you really blew it.”
Silvio gazed into the stream of smoke billowing from the cigarette. Inside the
orange glow of the burning paper, he could see himself being dragged out from behind
his desk, the NYPD grabbing him by the shoulders, trying to handcuff him. The gun lay
on his desk, still warm.
“You got caught up in a lot of bullshit and thought it was important. None of it
was important. Focus on what is permanent, Silvio.” A few sinister blues notes trembled
from the guitar. “The things of this world aren’t permanent. It will all be destroyed by
fire, not water, next time. Which reminds me, why did Noah build the ark? Because news
of the flood was leaked.”
“I can beat that. Why couldn't anyone play cards on the ark? Because Noah sat on
the deck. Anyway, Bob, I’m assuming that the apocalypse isn’t going to happen over the
next few days. That’s how I cope with life. Try not to worry too much about the future.
Or the past.”
“But you can’t escape the past, Silvio.” The blues riff wrapped itself around all
the pain in the world. “You can’t shake it off. It’d be easier to shake the heels off your
feet. I can still remember the way Buddy Holly looked at me on that Duluth stage in the
National Guard Armory in 1959. I’ll never shake how I felt that instant.”
“I don’t want to escape the past. I actually want to grab it by the collar and beat
the shit out of it. And, God knows, there’s plenty of shit in my past.”
Dylan stopped playing the guitar and took off his sunglasses again.
“Listen to me, Silvio!” Those robin-egg eyes seemed to pierce into Silvio. “Some
days, you look back and laugh. Some days, you look back and cry. Maybe it’s best not to
look back at all.”
Silvio shrugged. The room felt stuffy. The smoke was beginning to sting his eyes,
so he closed them. He could see the apartment in Flushing. The one where Julia
Cummings lived. He could see the bed where he had sweated and groaned in 1973.
Outside the building, he could see wild horses, ready to rampage up the stairs.
Silvio blinked his eyes open. Dylan had disappeared into the smoky darkness. No
acoustic strings echoed in the air. The smoke tasted stale.
Silvio walked slowly to the bedroom window and pulled back the curtains.
Down in the courtyard, he could see Lucy’s green Fiesta.

Thinking of you when the sun comes up
Where teardrops fall.
Where Teardrops Fall
Bob Dylan
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“...and so when Gerry realised that she was actually Peter’s sister,” Lucy wheezed, trying
to keep her laughter under control, “and not Peter’s wife, he didn’t know... ha ha ha ha...
Oh God, I’ll never forget that look on his face! He just... just cleared his throat and
handed the bra back to her... ha ha ha... He was absolutely mortified, his face as red as a
busted tomato.”
In the background, her radio played Del Shannon’s “Runaway”.
Silvio smiled as Lucy exploded into another paroxysm of laughter. Midway
through Lucy’s anecdote, Silvio realised he had forgotten who Peter and this mysterious
woman were, but he kept listening away.
Lucy dried her laughter-soaked eyes, still giggling, and poured some more wine.
In those eyes, Silvio saw mystic gypsy rhythms and dark oceans of ancient poetic thunder
and all that other vague bullshit that he could never hope to understand.
“Oh, I’m sorry, Silvio. I’m sure I must have bored you to cobwebs with that story.
God, I’d forgotten about that party for years. If you’d been there, you would have
laughed so hard, your teeth would have walked out of your mouth. It was one of those
daft situations where one misunderstanding leads to another until the whole thing
becomes so farcical, all you can do is collapse laughing.”
“It’s a funny story,” Silvio smiled. He sipped his wine, getting more comfortable.
Lucy’s laugh was infectious. The wine tasted good. The apartment was warm. “Not all
memories have to be bad. I sometimes forget that there were good times in New York.
Those memories must have been buried too deep.”
The radio segued into the easy sway of Ricky Nelson’s “Hello, May Lou”.
“That’s the way it goes, Silvio. Sometimes pictures shoot up out of nowhere.
Gerry standing there, a bra in one hand, a glass of red wine in the other, a look of helpless
astonishment on his face, the band murdering ‘Yesterday’ in the background. And
suddenly, you remember the whole party.”
Recently, Silvio had found himself stumbling across happy memories from New
York. An office party in 1959, when he had got very drunk and danced down in the
basement with a young secretary called Janice. He remembered how they then had a
month-long passionate, carefree relationship, before casually deciding to go their separate
ways. She went to Miami, leaving Silvio with the idea that relationships could be
superficial and easily discarded.
Then he met Clara.
“One thing Clara always said,” Silvio said, as Buddy Holly’s “Heartbeat” began
chiming on the radio, “was that you never really forget anything. She was hoping that I
could learn to dig a bit deeper and remember what we had built together. All I could
remember were the hard times.”
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“That can drive you mad,” Lucy said, sipping more wine. “After Gerry... After all
that, I thought all my memories had been wiped away. All I could remember was the row
we had that last day, then the journey to the hospital. I could remember the rain beating
on the windshield, the squeak of the wipers. The tramp begging on the hospital curb, the
stink of whiskey on his breath, the emptiness of his eyes. After the funeral, people would
tell me stories about Gerry, nice stories, but it was as if they were talking about someone
else. Then, as the months drifted on, memories began exploding out of nowhere. The
smell of the aftershave he wore on our wedding day. The small rip on the knee of his
trousers the day we went to the bank looking for more money to keep the shop going. The
cracked bottle of wine we drank that first night we spent in Paris. All these memories just
keep rolling in, making no sense.”
“Ultimately, none of it makes sense,” Silvio shrugged. “You wake up one
morning and you’re dead and then…”
“Oh, don’t start with all the adolescent black coffee and cigarettes bullshit about
how we’re all going to die, Silvio,” Lucy laughed. “You sound just like Charlie. We all
know we’re going to die. Everything we’ve ever done will be forgotten eventually. Blah
blah blah. You just have to put all that stuff to the back of your mind. It’s like the giraffe
sitting on the armchair knitting socks and singing ‘Kumbaya’. You try to ignore it and
carry on regardless.”
They sat in silence for some minutes, listening to Buddy Holly, drinking their
wine, letting their minds wander easily.
And that was when Silvio realised that this was how he was going to get to know
Lucy. An anecdote here. A turn of phrase there. The taste of steak and onions one
evening. The DJ’s voice on the 1950’s radio show another. The sudden illusion of
flowers in her hair. The giraffe singing “Kumbaya”. All would become memories that
would build into an ever-changing picture.
A series of notes building up to a symphony over time.
He had already revealed some of his past to her, about Clara, about Daniel. He
had only revealed a fraction, he realised now. There were so many more memories to
find. He too was an incomplete picture, a slowly developing photograph.
He could remember the way Clara laughed at one of his jokes in O’Sullivan’s
Steakhouse on 32nd Street one bitterly cold January evening.
Clara, I’d like to order half a rabbit for the main course. However, I don’t think
the chef will split hares.
They were still trying to get to know each other that night on 32nd Street. And
after all those years, Silvio was once again trying to get to know himself.
Dean Martin’s “Gentle On My Mind” shuffled effortlessly through the room.
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“You’ve gone very quiet,” Lucy said. “Be careful you don’t get lost in your
memories.”
“It’s easily done,” Silvio smiled. “As you say, it’s hard to make sense of it all.
You never know what you want until it’s too late.”
“Everyone thinks they know what they want. And when they get it, they
eventually recoil from it in disgust. Maybe that’s all it means...” Lucy suddenly started
laughing again. “Dear God, Silvio, that wine must be fairly potent. We’ll be debating like
Plato and Socrates down in the Turkish baths before the evening’s done.”
Silvio laughed, and stood up. He was beginning to feel slightly drunk.
“I’ll head on, Lucy,” he said. “All that philosophy has left me beat.”
“Are you sure you don’t want...”
“I’m fine, thanks. I enjoyed this evening. It was good to dig up some of those
memories. I hope I didn’t bore you too much.”
“No more than I must have bored you... Sorry, Silvio! That sounded awful. What
I meant to say was...”
“I think I know what you meant,” Silvio nodded. “Your stories were fun to listen
to. Guess we both have our store of happy stories.”
“And both with plenty of time to share them. Some day, I’ll let you know what I
was like when I was Kathleen’s age. Once I can find any anecdotes that can be told in
respectable company.”
“Plenty of time,” Silvio said. “I have yet to tell you about my own role-playing
experiment. It was at a fancy dress party I attended in Long Island in 1970. I went
dressed as the Magic Dragon. All the hippies at the party thought they were having acid
flashbacks when they met me. I think I was more successful than Nixon’s anti-drug
campaign in scaring people off the old lysergic.”
“Now that,” Lucy laughed, “is a story I look forward to hearing.”
“Goodnight, Lucy. I’ll be talking to you tomorrow.”
Silvio was still smiling when he walked back up to his apartment.
God Almighty, I haven’t thought about that Long Island party in years! Clara
went dressed as Maid Marian. Lord above, she got very drunk that night. She was
dancing to The Doors for hours, that crazy yellow dress of hers swirling round her like a
hurricane, until the cops busted the party because the uptight neighbours were
complaining about the noise. By the time we got back to our apartment, she was out cold,
fast asleep on my shoulder. I had to carry her. Poor old Mr Porto nearly died of shock
when he saw a dragon carrying Maid Marian down the hallway. I met him next day in the
elevator. He told me he was going to go see his doctor, that his tablets had started
disagreeing with him.
Silvio laughed out loud, remembering Mr Porto’s horrified face as he whispered
to Silvio about the hallucinations. “Doctor must be some damn hippie, commie, pinko
spy trying to poison me!”
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Before going to bed, Silvio listened to “Blind Willie McTell” one more time.
Maybe the entire land was condemned. Maybe a holy fire would burn away all the
lies and corruption. Maybe every star would one day be torn down from the skies. Maybe
everyone would walk along the golden shores of heaven’s bright silver sea.
But, until that day, Silvio was determined to eke out just a little bit of happiness
for himself. He would try to warm his toes every now and then in front of the fire of love.
Silvio heard Bill’s harmonica wailing across the hall as he went to bed.
“God only know what roles that pair are playing over there tonight!”
In the apartment below, Neil Diamond’s “Red, Red Wine” was playing. Silvio
knew then that there were some things about Lucy that he’d never understand.
And he was happy with that. A little mystery always spices up life.
He put Phil Collins’s Hello I Must Be Going in his stereo and turned out the
lights.

The End
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ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE

CANTINA THEME (WORKIN’ FOR THE LAW)
by Michael Crimmins

The cascading liquid guitar

introduction to “I Don’t Believe You!” from the
album
“Another Side of Bob Dylan” would have made, in my opinion, a nice introduction to a
record that is not just another side of the artist, but is also a whole other approach in the
making of a record. It is almost a live album! There were, as we know, other people
present at the recording session. One suspects that these people, so close to Dylan at the
time as to be invited along, were connected in some ways with some of the songs! Their
very presence, at least, contributes to the unique atmosphere that is captured on the disc.
The presence of others is more prominent on certain tracks; especially the one’s where
Dylan giggles. One such track is “I don’t Believe You”
The song is, ever so slightly, Tex Mex in feel, and as such is probably the first recorded
evidence of Dylan’s love for things neo-Spanish. There were of course other lesser
references beforehand, such as the actual pronunciation of the place name ‘Barcelona’ in
“Boots of Spanish Leather” the title of which, in itself, conveys a certain yearning.
Listening to a few songs from ‘Another side’ the listener, of which film maker Sam
Peckinpah could have been one, could hardly fail perhaps to notice a certain cantina feel.
…though her skirt it swayed as the guitar played, her mouth was watery and wet
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Or this from the opening of “Spanish Harlem Incident”
“Gypsy gal, the hands of Harlem cannot hold you to its heat”
One wonders if the delicious creature, that surely must be the same one present in both
songs, is present at the recording of them, and more to the point the one causing Dylan to
giggle so. Something is so hot in “Spanish Harlem Incident” so very hot!
Gypsy gal, you got me swallowed.
I have fallen far beneath.
Your pearly eyes, so fast an’ slashing,
An’ your flashing diamond teeth

(Phew!)
Pure conjecture of course, regarding who might have been present in the studio. It could
of course only have been Ramblin’Jack and a bottle of Jack Daniels!
The actual first evidence on record, as far as I am aware, as to what Allen Ginsberg
termed “Ancient blood singing” in reference to Dylan’s 1975 album ‘Desire’ comes
much earlier in the form of “The Drifters Escape”. Dylan’s vocals on this particular track,
stand out like a beacon, an act of singing unsurpassed in the pop milieu! Strangely
though, the rest of ‘John Wesley Harding’ that has undoubtedly some of Dylan’s finest
songs is also matched by some of his most unsure sounding vocals!
By 1973 Dylan gave us the amazing “Billy” from his soundtrack to the Sam Peckinpah
film ‘Pat Garrett &Billy the kid’. The music from the film acts as a bridge to a feast of
this type of Dylan vocalising from 1975/76. His superb redemptive cantillations on songs
such as “One More Cup Of Coffee” and “Oh Sister” on ‘Desire’, perhaps an outward sign
of a subconscious spiritual search, had all of the European Arabic and Hebraic inflection
of the Flamenco, that the earlier Peckinpah tracks such as “Billy” had had, yet with the
necessary amount of good to great songs that are the usual from a Bob Dylan record.
Dylan’s guitar playing of this period is voice connected genius also (the Bakers son got a
good deal!). Witness the ‘Hard Rain’ duet of “Blowin’ in the wind” with Joan Baez and
the flamenco strum that punctuates the lyric to make this version one of the songs
greatest arrangements. Note also, in comparison, an earlier version of the same song duet
from the scrapped Clearwater Special of April 22 that does not feature that same guitar
figure. It is still a fine fine version, and to watch the performance on film is a special
delight, if only to see an uncanny intimacy between Dylan and Baez that takes place right
in front of you!
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Bob Dylan is not usually one for half measures. Nevertheless the sound track to ‘Pat
Garrett’ was just that, a half measure, an unfinished album! For whatever reason this
came to be the case does not really matter. What does matter is that Dylan, besides not
being one for half measures, is also rarely one to return to a project after he has done with
it. I believe that the Peckinpah experience somehow left Dylan frustrated. Frustrated
enough for him to want to fully realise the potential of songs like “Billy” or the half
formed Cantina themes. Perhaps the earlier venture had been a little too close to another
cinematic dream, one that told a story through just one line! “All the Tired Horses”
Whatever! The great thing is that at the end of the day, we got those and also one’s as
great as “Romance in Durango”
The Rolling Thunder Revue realised this music’s potential up to the hilt. Yet before it
actually got off the ground Dylan, Scarlet Rivera, Rob Stoner and Howie Wyeth appeared
on a TV Special (taped on Sept 10th 1975 in Chicago) as a tribute to Dylan’s friend John
Hammond ‘The World of John Hammond’. Here, in what I think of as Bob Dylan’s
greatest performance, we can witness all the intensity and stripped bare emotion that
made ‘Blood on the Tracks’ such a great album. We can witness a theatrical setting so
real, that people actually believed… Well this is the way that Robert Shelton had it
“Observers were fascinated with the violinist in a long dress, with dark gypsy eyes and
flowing hair. Some believed her to be a real gypsy Dylan had discovered walking along
Second Avenue with her violin case”
During the three songs performed, “Hurricane”, “Oh Sister” and “A Simple twist of fate”
Dylan displayed so much emotion and concentration that it would be hard to actually say
that he could have enjoyed his performance! The same, to a lesser degree, could be said
for Scarlet too! Every note that she played she took from his eyes! Just watch those eyes!
A friend asked me recently after reading an edition of Freewheelin “What is the point of
all this endless speculation regarding material that in some cases is up to thirty and forty
years old? It is not as if it hasn’t all been gone over a million times before, or that you are
going to possibly have something new to say!”
Of course this may be, in my case at least, admittedly true. Still my answer to his
question: What is the point? Could have been one word. Enthusiasm! In fact I went on to
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say that, of course now and again there does come a saturation point, created by too much
writing, reading and listening all connected with one artist. Consequently, in the listening
department, I will dig out something else to listen to. Quite often that “something else”
will have been around a long time too. In some cases it may have been around for
hundreds of years! Yet that fact does not seem to act as a barrier to the continued
enthusiasm, writing etc, for that artist’s particular work! In fact it is that very enthusiasm,
listening, writing, performing etc that keep any artists work alive. What use the tune
without an ear! Or the painting without an eye.

Oh alright I will admit it, I am a bit of an anorak!
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Last Thoughts on Bob Dylan
To each his own, it’s all unknown……
by Bob Fletcher
Here are some things I didn’t know. Spike Lee’s father played bass on the
Bringing It All Back Home sessions; I needn’t have felt humiliated when, during 1990, I
suggested that Subterranean Homesick Blues should be seen as a legitimate precursor of
current musical trends (writing in a recent edition of Mojo, Ben Edmonds suggests that it
wasn’t “simply inspired by Chuck Berry’s ‘Too Much Monkey Business’ but a true
inheritor of its tradition, another link in the linguistic chain that would lead to rap”); the
list of singer/songwriters hailed as the ‘new Dylan’ has surpassed 673 (the publicity for
Willy Mason’s ‘Where Humans Eat’, who in case you weren’t aware has replaced
Conor Oberst this month, who in turn replaced Rufus Wainwright last month) states that
Mason “straddles the divide between young and old, urban and country, acoustic and
electric in a way that hasn’t been done since a young Bob Dylan arrived in New York”.
Marcus Leroux, writing in the Observer, evens manages to include ‘the voice of a
generation’ in his review); a Union Jack is only a Union Jack when flying from a ship.
When not, it is a Union Flag.
Here are some things I did know. The strain of work related projects (placement reports,
audits, end of year summaries) would inevitably compete with my monthly Freewheelin
contribution, as would life itself; Bob Dylan would remain resolutely unconcerned; I
would eventually run out of things to say.
Which I have.
And, as Dylan once said, ‘You say it best when you say nothing at all’. Or maybe it was
Ronan Keating.
As ever, go in peace
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We’re Younger Than That Now
by
Chris Cooper
Hi

It’s 5.00 am here. As I’ve gotten older my lifelong problem of insomnia has
increased. These days I’m often awake till 2 am and nearly always up by 6. No matter
what I do it doesn’t seem to make much difference. So eventually I stopped fighting it
and started looking at ways to fill that time slot. It’s often when I do most of my reading,
and sometimes some of my writing. Like now.
And as with my insomnia I guess I have learnt to compromise more with various issues.
Sometimes it’s all you can do. I think I started out trying to change things, then, when I
felt I was not making that much headway I endeavored just to keep up. As I have gotten
(hopefully) wiser I have decided that keeping up is only valid if its what I want, that is, if
I no longer want the prize, I have ceased to enter the competition. I like to think it helps
me be more useful to myself and those I care about. But hey, let’s not get to metaphysical
here.
John, I received your letter yesterday. No, it wasn’t a surprise. Like you say we have
talked about this quite a bit, and whilst I wouldn’t say I necessarily am pleased I
understand your decision. There are a number of this group like us who are now the
other side of 50 and you start, I think, to get a little more, dare I say, selfish with your
time. I think you become aware that there is less in front than behind and you want to
make the most of what you have. So like my insomnia, I accept your decision, Maybe for
once, I even understand it.
FW is a way of life now for a lot of us, but none so more than JRS. If anyone is “Mister
Freewheelin’” it’s John. All those mags he’s put together, all those trips to the post office.
The time, and cost involved has been borne selflessly and in silence. So let’s just applaud
him once. (sound of one hand clapping) It is a testament to his dedication that we have
survived for so long. We are I believe the longest running “Dylan Organization” in the
world? Without John to monitor the standards and at times pull us along I believe FW
would have vanished many years ago.
When we devised this monster, twenty years (!) ago I certainly wasn’t thinking beyond
the next twelve months. We went thru many highs and lows and I don’t really want to list
them all here. Some are too painful. Some are too old or too recent. Either way I
recognize that it is time we all moved on. It feels right to me as I am now less than a
month away from saying goodbye to the NHS. So I guess closure now seems more
appropriate to me at least. If you have only been on board a short time I apologise, there
is much you missed, there is much that you have helped with also. But John’s thinking, I
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imagine, that it feels like we are retracing our steps now some, and maybe it’s just the
right time for him also. He’ll almost certainly contradict me here (he usually does!)

John and I are involved in a great many other Bob-activities and these will continue I feel
sure, not because they are in any way more important, just more immediate. And I know
we shall continue as friends, though the days when he used to sneak round on a Friday so
we could struggle over some indistinct lyrics to some obscure song are long gone eh?
So can I suggest we try to contribute to these last few issues, and enjoy what we have,
whilst its there. I for one will look back in pride at all that we have done. It has been a
major part of my life for a long time, and yes, I will miss it. But it’s time to move on.
Till Next Time..

Ah but I was so much older then

We’re younger than that now!
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TURN, TURN, TURN
by

Richard Lewis
I was in the middle of writing a longish piece for Freewheelin when John’s
letter arrived. I know exactly what he means about time catching up. I feel it too as I also
head towards sixty.
I had a quick look back and realised that I joined Freewheelin almost sixteen years ago in
April 1989 when I made my first contribution in issue number 44. Since then I have
written about 170 pieces for Freewheelin.
At one of our Freewheelin get togethers at the Portland Hotel in Lincoln about ten years
ago we were having one of our annual “where do we go from here with Freewheelin?”
discussions. I remember suggesting that we should each contribute a small amount of
money to help cover John’s postage. John would have nothing to do with this idea as he
said how much pleasure he took from collating, having the first read and then posting the
collated Freewheelins off to each of us.
Knowing how John felt then, and I am sure he feels just the same now , I realise how
hard it must have been to write the letter we all received. But times change and things
move on so I am saving up the piece I am still working on until next month and then hope
to join in with whatever John has got planned for my final contribution in April.
I have very much enjoyed the time I have spent writing for Freewheelin and even more
the pleasure I have got from reading other Freewheelers’ articles and meeting them and
becoming friends. Over the last year, as you are aware from what I have written, I have
not made as many contributions as I would have liked. At least now I won’t have that to
worry about.
During term time I find it almost impossible to keep up with magazines not to mention
books. In fact I don’t think I have properly read the last few issues of any of the Dylan
magazines I get (Isis, Bridge, Judas) including Freewheelin. That is probably why I never
get to mention other Freewheelers’ work as it is often months later that I get to read them
properly. I am am looking forward to Easter and the chance to at least catch up with
Freewheelin’ as I still have a few issues from 2004 to read!
I am going to try to make my next piece something that you will all be able to enjoy so
that I can say right now that my best is soon to come.
Finally I would like to thank John for inviting me to join Freewheelin all those years ago
as otherwise I never would have written any of those 170 articles. It has given me a great
deal of pleasure and I hope to some of you as well.
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It was with great sadness but complete understanding that greeted the receipt of
John's recent letter concerning his personal plans and the future of Freewheelin'. Indeed,
it has not really sunken in properly. John explains his thinking very well and it is
something which I (Mike) can absolutely identify with. My Dad died on Christmas Day,
very unexpectedly, and it has left such a hole in my life. I have taken to thinking about
the things I might have done, the time spent on this wonderful Dylan voyage and the time
I could be spending in another lifetime where things do really matter and doom counts for
nothing. Recognising everything which Freewheelers past and present have contributed
to this great cause and particularly Chris Cooper, we must agree that John is/was the heart
and soul keeping the show on the road. And he had the time to write all of those lengthy
and fascinating pieces in the Missionary Times. For now, this is a short piece borne out of
a certain shock. Later there will be more. But for now John take these words away with
you which I think are wholly appropriate.

Oh, ev'ry thought that's strung a knot in my mind,
I might go insane if it couldn 't be sprung.
But it's not to stand naked under unknowin' eyes,
It's for myself and my friends my stories are sung.
But the time ain 't tall,
Yet on time you depend and no word is possessed
By no special friend.
And though the line is cut,
It ain't quite the end,
I'll just bill farewell till we meet again.

Restless Farewell for now.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
WHAT’S IN A NAME ?
(Reflections on a Red Flower)

by J.R. Stokes

There is a satisfying glow of human warmth to man(woman)kind that permeates
Chronicles Volume 1. Indeed I can’t recall Dylan having a bad word to say about
anyone in the first installment of his autobiography. Gone are the pointed threats
of youth that once bluffed with scornful ripostes such as ‘You gotta a lot of nerve
to say you are my friend. When I was down you just stood there grinnin’’ or ‘Now
you don’t talk so loud, now you don’t seem do proud about having to be
scrounging around for your next meal. HOW DOES IT FEEL?’. Perhaps,
looking back on all those faces from the viewpoint of age, Dylan decided that they
weren’t so ugly after all.
I don’t think that Harry Belafonte ever caused the young Dylan any grief but the
way Dylan writes about him in Chronicles is somewhat exalting as will be seen
from the following passage from chapter 1, a passage which also provides a good
example of how Dylan treats most of the book’s dramatis personae:
‘His presence and magnitude was so wide. Harry was like Valentino:
as a performer, he broke all attendance records. He could play to a
packed house at Carnegie Hall and then the next day he might appear
at a garment center union rally. To Harry, it didn’t make any
difference. People were people. He had ideals and made you feel
you’re a part of the human race. There never was a performer who
crossed so many lines as Harry. He appealed to everybody, whether
they were steelworkers or symphony patrons or bobby - soxers, even
children—everybody. He had that rare ability. ….Everything about
him was gigantic. … Harry was that rare type of character that
radiates greatness, and you hope that some of it rubs off on you. The
man commands respect. You know he never took the easy path,
though he could have’.
So although it is a case of hats off to Harry and anyone else you care to name, as I
have mentioned in my introduction, things haven’t always been so amicable
between Dylan and his fellow (wo)man. If we get sucked into the idea that a lot of
Dylan’s songs are also auto biographical and, in the course of that vacuum of
notions, we believe the common myth that Dylan’s classic album ‘Blood on The
Tracks’ is about the breakdown of Dylan’s relationship with his former wife Sara,
then she, poor girl, has certainly been the victim of Bob’s vitriol. You can’t get
much worse than this from Idiot Wind:
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‘You hurt the ones that I love best and cover up the truth with
lies.
One day you'll be in the ditch, flies buzzin' around your eyes,
Blood on your saddle.
Idiot wind, blowing through the flowers on your tomb,
Blowing through the curtains in your room.
Idiot wind, blowing every time you move your teeth,
You're an idiot, babe.
It's a wonder that you still know how to breathe.’
If this string of hatred was truly direct towards Sara (and if not then who else if
the album is really about the breakdown of the Dylan’s marriage to the mother of
most of his children?), then 30 years on things have certainly changed. In the
chapter entitled ‘New Morning’ Dylan writes this, one of the most heart warming
sentences in the entire book:
‘After a while I bought a red flower for my wife, one of the loveliest
creatures in the world of women, and we got up on our feet and left,
said goodbye to Frank’
When I had read the book for the second time, it was this particular sentence
that, for some reason, seemed to strike a chord with me and I searched it out to
read again what Dylan actually said. Or what I thought he said. It then occurred
to me that Dylan had clearly chosen his words very carefully and perhaps this was
representative of the care he has taken with the entire book. For a start, although
Dylan describes his wife as a lovely creature, he limits that loveliness to ‘the
world of women’. You would have thought that it would be more
magnanimous to say that Sara was one of the loveliest creatures in the
world. Full stop. By confining her loveliness to the world of women only, that
merely takes into account about half of the population. And how would her
loveliness stand up in the world of nature? In the world of nature may be she
wouldn’t be a lovely creature at all! Perhaps he originally wrote ‘in the world’ (full
stop) but then, on reflection and taking into account the bad times, he added ‘of
women’ thus imposing a limitation.
The point that really got to me however was this business of the ‘red flower’. Now
if you go into a florists and ask for a red flower for your wife who you consider to
be a lovely creature, what, without hesitation, would you be offered? Absolutely: a
red rose. Every time. There are of course other red flowers: carnations, begonias,
salvias (any others Paula?) but surely when writing about love and red flowers, it
has to be a rose. After all isn’t there a song about your love being like a red, red
rose? And it is not as if Dylan hasn’t used the image of a rose in his songs. To
name but a few, there were the people who:
‘Carry roses and make promises by the hour.’
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There was
‘The smell of their roses that did not remain.’
There was that
‘Big bouquet of roses hanging down.’
There was the ‘Babylon girl with a rose in her hair’
And, from the New Morning period itself,
‘Like the red rose of summer that blooms in the day,
Time passes slowly and fades away’.
An image was repeated in ‘I’ll Remember You.’
‘When the roses fade
And I'm in the shade’.
So why does Dylan merely refer to a ‘red flower’ and not the symbol of love, the
red rose? Again perhaps he actually did write ‘a red rose’ originally but changed it
when he remembered the painful period of breaking up.
In my view a ‘red flower’ is nowhere near as emotive or evocative as a red rose but
I believe that there is a connection between the subject of flowers and the ‘New
Morning period’ during which the incident of the lovely creature and the red
flower occurred. I have written reams (and I won’t bore you any further thereon)
linking most of Dylan’s songs on New Morning to the work of William Blake. It is
known that, during this period, Allen Ginsberg visited Dylan in Woodstock and
brought him books on Blake and other poets which clearly made an impression
on Dylan. Most other writers on Dylan’s work have neglected the connection
between Dylan and Blake during this period – partly because New Morning has
been written off as candy floss and not worthy of serious consideration. One song
that has been strongly tipped however by all known authorities, and Michael
Gray in particular, as having a direct pipe line from Dylan to Blake is the song
‘Every Grain of Sand’ from the 1981 album ‘Shot of Love’.
Dylan does of course mention ‘flowers’ in ‘Every Grain of Sand’ but in a
somewhat depressive way. They appear in the third verse as follows:
‘Oh, the flowers of indulgence and the weeds of yesteryear,
Like criminals, they have choked the breath of conscience and
good cheer’.
The sun beat down upon the steps of time to light the way
To ease the pain of idleness and the memory of decay.’
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The ‘memory of decay’ can perhaps be likened to the situation of flowers
fading before they die as in ‘Like the red rose of summer that blooms in
the day/ Time passes slowly and fades away’ or (from ‘I’ll Remember
You’) ‘When the roses fade/ And I'm in the shade’, but the verse really
centres on the notion of good times being choked by unfortunate experiences.
The ‘breath ..of good cheer’ , perhaps representing joy and laughter being
silenced or choked by the excesses of materialism (the flowers of indulgence)
and the characters or painful events that have deprived and destroyed the
continuance of joy (the weeds of yesteryear).
In 1794 William Blake published a series of illustrated poems with the title ‘Songs
of Innocence and Experience’. One of the ‘Songs of Experience’ also centred on
the notion of the joys of love and laughter being destroyed by materialism and
painful experiences. Blake called the song ‘The Sick Rose’ and, being an
engraver by trade, Blake used to illustrate his poems by engravings from which
coloured plates could be printed. Here is a copy of the illustration of ‘The Sick
Rose’.
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The wording of the poem is as follows:
O Rose, thou art sick!
The invisible worm
That flies in the night,
In the howling storm,
Has found out thy bed
Of crimson joy:
And his dark secret love
Does thy life destroy.

Writing a commentary on Blake’s ‘Songs of Innocence and Experience’, the
author and critic Sir Geoffrey Keynes said of the ‘The Sick Rose’:
‘This poem is usually interpreted as an image, of the troubles of
earthly love. The symbolism of a red rose for corporeal love and of the
worm (or the flesh) for the source of the sickness is plain. In the
illustration a worm (banded like an earthworm in some copies) is
entering the heart of the rose and simultaneously the spirit of joy is
extruded. The ‘howling storm’ in which the worm comes is a symbol
of materialism. The bush from which the rose has bent down to the
ground presents several other details. … Further down the stems are
two figures in attitudes of despair. The menacing thorns scattered
along the whole length of the stems emphasize the pains of love on
earth’.
Not perhaps wishing to rekindle those attitudes of despair and the pains of
earthly love that he shared with ‘one of the loveliest creatures in the world
of women’ (the very same creature who hurt the ones that he loved best and
covered up the truth with lies), in his autobiography Dylan dispensed with the
‘red rose’ which had clearly become very sick and, instead, adopted the
nondescript ‘red flower’. Whatever the reason for the choice of words, it is nice to
see Dylan admitting that he is the romantic kind of guy who buys flowers for his
wives!
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